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From the seas and mountains that are renowned
in the world, to the fistful of earth or wildflowers in
the forests, everything about Jeju is the greatest
gift that nature has decided to give to mankind.
Many of those who walk the isle find a certain sense
of tranquility, with smiles on their lips, walking
the road of the isle, climbing the mountains and
oreums, and exploring the beauty the island has to
offer. Indeed, Jeju is the island of healing.
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JEJU, ISLAND
OF BARAM (Wind, Trend, and Hope)
Eight-tenth of Jeju is made up of wind. The children in the island grow up
as the wind blows across them, which continues to do so as they become adults.
The Jeju dialect is short and has evolved as a monosyllabic language, which cannot
be cut short by the perpetual noise of the wind. From thatched roofs that withstand
the gales to stone fences with holes that stand upright through the howling tempests,
Jeju’s wind culture is not like any other. The wind culture in the island has settled
into modernity with the use of wind generators. As such, it has become a resource,
in essence. Yet another hot wind is blowing toward the island, which may change
the trend of living in Jeju, the number of Chinese tourists visiting, and the local
products that are being made there. Many tourists have visited the island, local
merchandises bearing the inscription, “made in Jeju” have reached the global
market, leading to massive financial investments being settled in the island.
These trends may lead to other possibilities, and we hope that the
results will bring forward more stable foundations for the future
of the beautiful island. This is why we have named our first
topic “Baram,” which means wind, trend and hope.
Editor-in-chief Hong-kyun Kang

Silver grass in the Sangumburi(collapse crater)

Autumn rules the island at this moment.
The silver grass blown by the wind, indigo skies
and forest trails covered by the fallen leaves…
The people of Jeju tread slowly during autumn.

The Island beloved by
the sky and the sea

Perhaps this is the reason why the four seasons progress
slowly throughout the island.
Each season bears profound stories from the folk,
stories of the island accumulating like leaves into the culture of the island.
We offer to you, on behalf of Jeju’s nature, culture, and the people,
Our fair yet unpretentious, yet precious stories in this quarterly magazine JEJU,
Like the vines over the walls,
we hope the island stays as fair as today across thousands of seasons.
Governor of Jeju Special Self-governing Province Hee-ryong Won

Jeju

Cover
DESCRIPTION
A man hopes and suffers, remembers and waits, talks and shares his feelings, yet he returns to his lonely self and crouches down,
or walks aimlessly with his head hung low. The artist shows that humans continuously affirm their solitude and endlessly return to the
depths of it. (from Si-ji Byun’s artbook)

Si-ji Byun, “Way home”

ARTIST
Si-ji Byun (pen name Woosung) / 1926-2013
As an artist and a son from Jeju, he often portrayed the wind, sea, and horses of the island. His frame always contains a lone man,
bending over and facing the wind; the composition of Si-ji Byun distills the unadulterated feeling of sadness and loneliness. Having
born in Jeju, but went to Japan for art lessons during his early years, his first public recognition happened after he won the gold award
during the Kofukai Exhibition at the age of 23. After returning to Korea, he went back to his home after 40 years, having served as
a professor in Seoul National University and Sorabol Art College. Si-ji Byun’s art seems to be a poetic reconstruction of the features
of Jeju. However, the collapsing huts, wind, and seagulls are not features of landscape poetry but devices to reveal the fundamental
standpoint of human existence. The characters in Si-ji Byun’s art reveals his deep sympathy and sadness for humans, and the
directness of its expression reveals the beauty and the character of the artist’s talent. (Gidang Art Museum)

and the wind

Hackberry trees of Dongbok-ri, Guja-eup, formed by the wind
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GOTJAWAL’S VALLEY

OF THE WIND
Written and photographed by the editorial staff

Upon entering into a virgin forest where
trees in all hues of green grow together in
a complex harmony, we found ourselves
straight out of the bygone epoch, and
the vibrant scent and touch of
the forest enveloped us in
a breeze.

Jeju Gotjawal
08 Provincial Park
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Gotjawal is a virgin forest, whose origins
from nature have been left untouched.

Gotjawal, a place of mystical vitality
Most of the forests in Jeju can be said to be Gotjawal. The name Gotjawal, according to the dictionary,
is made up of two words: “Got” denotes a forest, while “Jawal” denotes a place where trees and
vines intertwine to create a chaotic space like a thicket. This seems to indicate that Gotjawal is
a land with no use or a wasteland. Indeed, for the inhabitants of the island, Gotjawal was a land
unsuitable for farming because of the stones, and it was used as a pasture or a source of firewood
or medicinal herbs. This resulted in Gotjawal maintaining that primal character, untouched by
human activities for a long time. Trees, seemingly close to being sundered by the heaps of stones,
bare their roots above the rocks. Upon the carcass of dead trees, felled by the axe of time, a new life
blooms in the form of mushrooms and moss. The pteridophytes that may have existed even before
people came to the island adorn the forest floor everywhere. Perhaps these pathways through the
forest were not given to the humans, but rather resulted from the people following
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the footsteps of the animals before them. I stop in my tracks, against the
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temperate plants coexist, the forest is familiar yet always foreign. A
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fresh, tart breeze cools the sweat on my brow. The forest was full
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of cleansing, purifying aura, the great mass of mystical life.
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2 Aewol Gotjawal
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peace to the heart,
and the delicate green leaves touch
the heartstrings of the wanderer.

Pyoseon-myun

Hankyung-myeon

Four Major Gotjawals in Jeju

Seongsan-eup

Namjo-ro

Hallim-eup

Chagwido

The great mass of trees bring

Hamdeok

Pyoseon

One way to experience the forest entirely is
to walk along the winds

Daejeong

that flow through the forest.

Jeju
Gotjawal
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THE GENTLE BREEZE SINGS ITS WAY THROUGH THE FOREST,
ENTICING THE FAIRIES TO COME OUT AND DANCE.

The wind is always present in the forest.
The sky is clear, and the wind that passes the shade of hinokis seem cold, yet soft. Even the wind
of Jeju, howling through the fields, has made itself calm and become silent among the trees in the
forest. One feels a tinge of fear stepping into the darkness of the green depths, but one is not alone
in the forest. Life is ever present in the world of forest. The gentle breeze sings its way through,
enticing the fairies to come out and dance. The grasses and the trees move. How can that wind
be so lively after clearing a path through the heart of the forest and sprinting through the harsh
peaks? One only needs to embrace the wind in the forest, and let it caress his/her body. The wind
blows with a purpose that befits the season. The trees, grasses, and moss of the forests have lived
for eternity in that manner. A way to entirely experience the forests of Jeju is to follow the wind
that blows through it, as if one can go anywhere with it.

After all, the wind and the
sunshine shining through the
dense foliage are gifts from the
forest itself.

Jeju Gotjawal
12 Provincial Park
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FOREST PATHS,
GOOD FOR WALKING
ALONG WITH
THE WIND

04

Walk through the forest paths,
facing the wind against the body.
One can feel the forest in its entirety.

02

01

Jeju Gotjawal Provincial Park

Jeju Gotjawal Provincial Park

Forest paths, walking along the wind.

Saryeoni Forest Trail

Jeju Gotjawal Provincial Park

One finds peace in his/her heart among the lofty trees, and the delicate green leaves touch the
heartstrings of the wanderer. The forests of Jeju, more than any other, emit a refreshing breeze
charged with the raw vitality of the forest. The rainwater gathers and seeps through the cracks in
the rocks into the ground, providing constant moisture, while the trees maintain the temperature so
that the forest is cool in summer and warm in winter. The evergreen trees, unchanging throughout

Sutmoreu Hinoki Forest Trail,
Halla Ecological Forest

The forest of Jeju offers a sense of healing to the travelers who tread with the wind through it.

the year, is always there to provide a great mass of green that fills the forest with vitality. Face the
wind, draw it into your heart, and slowly let it out. One finds the weight in the heart dissipating

Bijarim

as if one had doused his/her body with phytoncides from the evergreen.

14
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This Gotjawal is similar to the others because the lush forests and craggy stones adorn the earth,
yet the formation of the Gotjawal, being formed by the low-viscosity pahoehoe lava, makes this
Gotjawal special. Through a link established with the Jeju Global Education City nearby, the
Gotjawal is also used as a place for naturopathy and to experience nature.
Directions 178, Edu city-ro, Daejeong-eup, Seogwipo-si, Jeju-do Telephone 064-792-6047

Saryeoni Forest Trail
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Saryeoni Forest Trail, a long and straight forest trail extending over the distance of approximately
15 km from Bijarim-ro in Bonggae-dong to Saryeoni-oreum in Hannam-ri, Namwon-eup in
Seogwipo, means the “sacred forest.” The trail itself is a nearly flat road through the lush
natural forests, featuring the majestic hinoki and cypress trees with other various trees, such as
hornbeams, snowbells, and Konara oaks. It is an excellent trail for family walks.
Directions San 137-1, Gyorae-ri, Jocheon-eup, Jeju-si, Jeju-do Telephone 064-900-8800

Sutmoreu Hinoki Forest Trail, Halla Ecological Forest
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The lush green of the Sutmoreu Hinoki Forest Trail can be found after passing through the peak
of the Saetgaeori Oreum, starting from the Halla Ecological Forest. Passing through the ancient
forests and climbing up the Oreum, one finds a forest made up of almost 30,000 hinoki trees. The
hinokis greet the travelers with an ancient sense of exaltedness in their shadow.
Directions 2596, 5.16-ro, Jeju-si, Jeju-do Telephone 064-710-8688

Bijarim, the scent of the millennium

04

Bijarim, the nutmeg forest in Pyungdae-ri, Gujwa-eup is the first forest bath in Jeju, featuring 2,800
ancient nutmeg trees, each 500 to 800 years old, and casting a shadow unlike any other. It is the
largest nutmeg forest in the world. The forest stays green all year long because of the nutmegs
being evergreen trees. Bijarim is known to emit a lot of phytoncide, which is said to have natural
therapeutic powers, such as softening the blood vessels and stabilizing fatigue and biorhythm in
both body and mind. The surrounding areas feature breathtaking vistas from parasitic cones, such
as Darangshi Oreum, Abu Oreum, and Yongnuni Oreum, drawing large crowds for light recreation
and most especially movie shoots.
Directions 55, Bijasup-gil, Gujwa-eup, Jeju-si, Jeju-do Telephone 064-710-7912
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THE HILL
OF THE WIND

ENDLESSLY BUFFETING
Written and photographed by the editorial staff

On top of Suwolbong, one can see a vista that
integrates the disparate coasts to the features
of the island and Oreum. It seems as if all
constituents of nature have come together
in harmony. It is also the most widely
mentioned place when the
subject of “Wind of Jeju”
comes up.

Special issue Nature
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Suwolbong is famous for its sunset vista,
and there are tales of cars being flipped over because of the wind.

The “Hill of Wind” in Taebaek, Gangwon, which
had been featured significantly in the SBS drama,
“Yong Pal,” has garnered much attention lately.
It is the place where the two protagonists, Taehyun Kim (Won Joo) and Yeo-jin Han (Tae-hee
Kim), share a kiss at the last episode of the drama.
Featuring a striking clash of vegetable fields against
the backdrop of gigantic wind turbines, the hill
is renowned for its show-stopping vista. The
“Hill of Wind” is a nickname for Samsuryeong
in Taebaek, drawing its name from the strong
wind and a number of wind turbines atop the hill.
Jeju also has its own “hill of the wind”
called Suwolbong.
Suwolbong is an Oreum that is situated at
the end of the fields of Gosan near the coast
and named after a tragic story involving the
siblings, Suwol and Nokgo. The siblings were
said to be searching for a hundred different
medicinal herbs to save their ailing mother. At
the end of their search, with only Ogalpi left,
Suwol falls to her death while trying to collect
the herb on Suwolbong, passing her name to
the cone. Suwolbong is a good place to take in
everything that Jeju can offer, from the blue seas
to the island of Chagwido, the mountains in
Dangsanbong, and the Gosan plain. If the east
side of the island is marked by the sunrise spot
Seongsan Ilchulbong, the west is marked by the
sunset spot Suwolbong. When the sun arrives
at the seas beyond Suwolbong from Seongsan
Ilchulbong and sinks into the depths, the day
in the island of Jeju draws to a close.
Suwolbong is also famous for its howling winds.

Because of this, the Gosan Weather Station is
situated on the peak of Suwolbong. Suwolbong
sees nearly 90-100 days on average per year
with a wind speed of above 13.9 m/s, which is
classified as a hurricane. Even during winter, where
there is no hurricane on the island, Suwolbong
sees winds that reach on the average of 20-30
m/s, which in other words, are comparable to
hurricanes when the question of wind is raised.
The yearly average wind speed of Jeju is 3.8 m/s
and 3.1 m/s in Sungsanpo. However, for Gosan,
the area around Suwolbong, it stands at 6.9 m/s.
The words of Seon-yeong Cheon, a cultural
storyteller from Suwolbong, sums it up nicely.
“Suwolbong is famous for its sunset. Many tourists
and citizens of Jeju visit Suwolbong because of
the sunset. However, there is a story that a
number of years ago, somebody tried to go up
the Suwolbong in a car to see the setting of the
sun, but the car rolled over because of the wind.
Haha!” Of course, the story is an exaggeration,
but Suwolbong’s wind is infamous on that regard.
After the opening of the Gosan Weather Station
in 1987, the wind speed has been recorded in
Suwolbong. The wind speed has reached up to
60 m/s on 4:10 p.m., September 12, 2003, when
the Typhoon Maemi devastated the country.
It was the strongest recorded wind speed ever
since the record-keeping began. The record still
stands the highest as of today.

1
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1. Suwolbong and Gosan Weather Station from the silver grass fields
2. Chagwido and the Yongsu wind farm can be seen on top of Suwolbong.
3. Sunset of Suwolbong
4. T here is an indoor observatory on the 5th floor of the Gosan Weather Station.
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The wind gathers
its strength as
it sweeps over
the cliffs.

The reason why Suwolbong sees such strong
winds is partly because of its geographic factors,
being situated on a high point near the coast, and
the harsh cliffs on the sides. It is the point where
the wind, following the ridge, meets the wind
that is pushed from the cliffs. A 1.5-km stretch of
the seaside cliff extends below Suwolbong in the
coast, and the wind gains intensity as it follows
up this cliff. Suwolbong is gathering even more
visitors after being designated as a Geopark. After
it was named as UNESCO Global Geopark in
2011, the Suwolbong Geotrail event has been held
annually to kick-start the geotourism industry. A
catchphrase was needed to provide a concise, yet
familiar description of Suwolbong. The phrase,
“Hill of the Wind” came to be as a result.
Suwolbong is one of the numerous Oreums in
Jeju, but with the identification of various volcanic
sedimentary deposits along the pyroclastic rocks
in the cliff, it has been serving as a field textbook
for volcanology. One can see the strata of volcanic
ash within the cliffs like stacked tiles in the
1. Pyroclastic strata along the Eongangil (path)
2. V iew of Jagunae Port in Gosan
3. Squids hung out to be dried
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wide swath of the seaside cliffs. Many visitors
enjoy trekking along the Eongangil (trail situated
below the cliffs along the shore), and one can see
while walking along the trail many places where
clear water gushes out from the walls. These are
known as “Nokgomul,” or the “tears of Nokgo,”
grieving for his lost sister Suwol.
Gosan is also one of the oldest settlements on the
island, featuring a prehistoric site. The site, the
oldest Neolithic site in Jeju, serves as an important
reference site that shows the progression from
the late Paleolithic or Mesolithic ages to the
Neolithic ages. Gosan also features the widest
plain in Jeju. The rich plains were used to cultivate
rice in the past, but nowadays, potatoes, garlic,
and onions have replaced rice as the primary
source of income.

2

The squids dry best
when the north
wind begins to blow
during autumn.

After all, Gosan-ri is known for its wind. An
interesting sight arises from this fact. The locals
call the neighborhood around the Jagunae Port, and
the first thing that one notices in this neighborhood
is the drying of squids or cuttlefishes. The squids,
drying against the backdrop of the blazing sunset
and the Chagwido island in the distance, is a
common sight in Jagunae Port and a symbol of
the seaside village.
Mrs. Chun-ja Ko, who had dried squids for nearly
30 years in the port, told us that “Gosan-ri feels a
lot of wind but not much rain. So you see, we’ve
got a lot of sunlight, and the squids dry best
when the north wind begins to blow in autumn.”
Mrs. Ko continues, “Squids dried through the

3

sea wind are dehydrated well, taste sweet, and
has a savory flavor when they are grilled because
they are dried without their skin.” She proudly
boasted, “It’s really an entirely different deal from
the usual, hard stuff you get, so I can assure
you that you’ll keep asking for more once you
had it.” Semidried squids (Junchi), which are
replaced with the clean winds and the sunshine
of Jeju, can be bought for KRW 2,000 per head.
The common sights in Jagunae Port imbues the
small seaside village with a distinctive charm.
Some of the elders we’ve met, some over 80 years
old, have recalled seeing squids or cuttlefishes
on the drying lines during their early days, so
the history seems to be a long one.

Directions to Suwolbong 1013-70, Noeulhaean-ro, Hangyeong-myeon, Jeju-si, Jeju-do Telephone 064-772-3334 (Suwolbong Information Desk)

Cafe “The Hill of the Wind”
There is a small cafe named, “The Hill of the Wind,” next to the Suwolbong parking lot. This cafe is quite unlike any big-brand cafes or
small cafes run by individuals. This cafe is run by the village. The price, perhaps because of that, can’t be beaten. The cafe is quaint,
and almost bare. However, there are peanut chocolate puffs, made from the old puffing machine, and omija and raspberry tea, made
by the owner. An acoustic guitar lies in front of the cafe. The owner is a great fan of the late singer Kwang-seok Kim. He modestly
claims, “Oh no! I can’t sing so well,” yet his skills with his guitar and his voice clearly is not ordinary. When the weather is good, there is
always a “small concert by sunset” being held here. The timeless classics by Kwang-seok Kim, such as the beloved “Around 30,” “On
the Street,” and “I Loved You” can be heard. The owner gladly brings out his guitar upon request, even if the sun had not set yet. The
cafe is a place where one can enjoy a cup of coffee with the romantic wind and the sea as well as with a nice song in the background.
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WHAT IS THE WIND TO
THE PEOPLE OF THE ISLAND,

AN ADVERSARY
OR FATE?
Being a volcanic island, Jeju has, in addition to its
oft-quoted nickname, Samda-do (“three abundant
island”) of stone, wind and women, also known as
Samjae-do (“three disaster islands”) with wind, flood,
and drought.
Written by Yong-taek Yoon (professor of philosophy at Jeju University)
Illustrated by Bomi Yoon, Kangin Lee
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Jeju Island is situated on the transition area between the temperate
and the subtropical climate, and because of monsoons as well as
the land and sea winds from the highest mountain in the South
Korea, Mount Hallasan, Jeju sees a great abundance of wind all
year long. The people of Jeju has to live from their birth with
the blistering north wind in winter, the stuffy south wind in
summer, the sea breeze from the sea to the Mount Hallasan in
daytime, and the land breeze from the Mount Hallasan to the
sea in nighttime. Jeju people are indeed sons and daughters of
the wind.
Jeju has also been rocked by man-made wind. Being situated
on a geopolitically significant spot between the ocean and the
continent, Jeju had to suffer through harsh winds from international
relations. Jeju was used as a pasture for horses during the Yuan

dynasty at the height of its domination, a military base of the
Japanese Empire on its bid for dominance, and the April 3rd Jeju
Uprising at the height of the standoff between the United States
and the Soviet Union. Jeju truly is an island of wind, susceptible
to great tremors from the international relations.
Jeju is also an anemoscope, from which one can glean the future
of the nation. Jeju is an excellent testing site for new policy,
being isolated from the central population with a size, landmass,
and economy reaching only 1% of the total. The government
has often used Jeju as a testing bed for sensitive policies. For
example, the Free International City Project, the abolishment
of local autonomous entities, the Special Self-governing Region,
the Jeju Global Education City, the foreign investment hospitals,
and the official recognition of English are the major examples

of such projects. Jeju consequently faces a constant state of
tension between the administration, which tries to stay true
to the government policies and the citizens who are concerned
with such developments.
Let us go back to the natural wind. One of the consequences of
the effect of the wind in Jeju Island is the detailed classification
of wind. Wind can have a variety of names based on its direction,
season, and strength, and even the same wind can be good or
bad depending on the context. In order to live in the island of
wind, one must learn to read and respond to the wind.
The fishing villages in the peninsula have wind names based on
eight directions, but Jeju has much more specific classifications
of wind. Seong-ki Jin, a scholar of folklore, has put forward 15
classifications of wind in Jeju, from the Hani-baram [north wind],
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The people of Jeju called the lunar February,
Yeongdeungdal, when the god of wind,
‘Yeongdeung-halmang’ arrives in the island,
and they celebrate the wind festival without
setting sail from the first day of
he month to the fifteenth day.

1
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The lunar February is marked with
Yeongdeunggut being held across the island to
pay respect to the “God of wind.”
1. © Bong-soo Kang
2, 3. Source: Jeju Historical and Cultural Society

Nop-hani-baram, Nop-saet-baram [northeast wind], Du-saetbaram, Gat-saet-baram, Saet-baram [east wind], Sin-saet-baram
(Dongma, Seoreumsae), Euljin-pung [southeast wind], Sambusae,
Maparam [south wind] Seotma-param (Golma-param) [southwest
wind], Seotgal-baram (Neutbaram), Galbaram (Notbaram) [west
wind], Neut-hani-baram (Sannaegi-baram) [northwest wind],
and Seot-hani-baram (Neut-hani-baram). This shows how much
effort the people of Jeju had to put in reading the flow of the wind.
However, the island of Jeju, being an oval island extending from
east by southeast to west by southwest, has slightly different
terminology from the areas and different effects from the wind
blowing from the same direction. For example, the people in
Jeju calls the north wind Hani-baram, Hani-baram or Sangsanbaram in Seogwipo, and Nopbaram in Udo, while the west wind
is called Notbaram in Jeju, Galbaram in Seogwipo, and Hanibaram in Udo. The northern part of the island is affected the
most by the north wind, while the southern part is affected the
most by the south wind.
On the island, whether one rides the wind or is blown away by
the wind can be a matter of life and death. Thus, in order to live
in Jeju Island, one must not reject the frigid north wind and the
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south wind and must learn to befriend the wind that ruffles the
hair endlessly. The farmers, while living with the wind, have also
harnessed the power of the wind to sift through the grain and
separate the husk from the grain.
From the thatched roofs and stone fences, windbreak forests and
Yeongdeunggut (shamanistic ritual dedicated to the Yeongdeunghalmang), and even to headwraps, the wind permeates all aspects
of life in Jeju. The wind itself is neither good nor evil, but it can
become a desirable or undesirable wind depending on its effect
to the people. The same wind can be a headwind to one and a
fair wind to the other. Hurricanes or typhoons not only flatten
the painstakingly grown products and turns over boats anchored
to the harbor, but they also upturn the sea to enrich the fishery
or provide good-quality fertilizer in the form of seaweeds that
it brings to the shore.
Jeju Island also often saw shipwrecks and drifts at the age of sails,
being situated at the crossroad between the Korean Peninsula,
China, Ryukyu (presently Okinawa), and Japan. The winter north
winds often resulted in ships being set adrift or even being wrecked
on the way from the island to the land. The well-known sea
drifters, such as Biyi Kim (1477), Bu Choi (1488), Han-cheol Jang

(1770) were all drifted toward China and Ryukyu because of the
north wind during winter. Foreigners from China, Japan, Ryukyu,
and even from Europe were sometimes cast to the shores of Jeju
because of the south wind.
The trees on the coast are often bent toward the Mount Hallasan,
facing their back to the sea. The wind-bent trees, facing the
south on the northern part and the north on the southern part,
are the product of the monsoons and the land-sea breeze. The
land and sea breeze, changing directions from day and night, is
not so much effective in the high seas but bears significant effect
on the coastal regions that their importance was comparable to
monsoons to the people of Jeju. In particular, during the time
of sailing, which harnessed the power of the wind, the land and
sea breeze had to be utilized carefully in entering or exiting a
port, or while sailing. The fishermen of Jeju have consequently
grown to be proficient in utilizing the weather and the wind,
with some claiming that “a fisherman knows his three days’
worth of weather.”
The wind to the islanders were both an adversary and a fate,
so the god of wind is given much respect in Jeju. Yeongdeunghalmang is not only the god of wind but also the god of fishery

3

and harvest. The fishermen of Jeju called the lunar February,
Yeongdeungdal (month of Yeongdeung), when the god of wind
arrives in the island, and they celebrate the wind festival without
setting sail from the first day of the month to the fifteenth day.
They believed that when Yeongdeungdal comes, Yeongdeunghalmang would sow the land and the sea, and they perform
Yeongdeunggut to ask for abundant fishery and harvest. Even now,
at Chilmeoridang, people still hold the “Yeongdeung Welcoming
Rite” on the first day of Yeongdeungdal and the “Yeongdeung
Farewell Rite” on the 14th day.
By reading the nature, one can become one with it. The devastating
winds now have become an invaluable asset for the island in the
form of wind generation or the marina project. The gigantic
wind turbines have eased their way onto the island’s landscape,
becoming an integral part of the appeal. However, such vista must
be integrated in a way that does not harm the original landscape.
Jeju Island must not also become an island that incites military
tension in the northeast Asia but rather an island of peaceful
wind, and it must serve as an anemoscope for Korea’s future,
with test projects that the civil society can agree with.
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MEMORIES OF

THATCHED
HOUSES

It feels as if one had stepped into the days of the past
using a time machine and stepping into the space of his
childhood. A warm feeling blossoms in one’s heart.
Written by Chung-yoon Oh(Freelance Writer)
Photography by Yeong-il Ko(Photographer)

A view of thatched houses in Jeju from 1960s to 1970s

I grew up in a thatched house.
The rural Jeju, back in the 1960s, were mostly thatched houses, and
only the educational buildings or public buildings like elementary
schools or local offices were built with slate roofs. The houses
in Jeju were thatched with natural materials, like round stones,
earth, woods, and straw ropes. The roof was made comparatively
flat and low to withstand the wind and was bound in a crisscross
pattern like a Go board. The fences were built slightly higher
with stone, protecting the house from the wind.
The 3 Jeongsilnang (Jeongnang, thick tree branches decorating at
an old Jeju house’s gate) over the entrance served as the main gate.
When we dried the grain on the yard, we put up the Jeongnang
even if there were people in the house in order to prevent the
livestock from entering the house. Of course, Jeongnang served
as an indicator of whether people were in the house or not, and
nobody worried about thieves even if no one was in the house.
This was because everyone knew when an outsider came into
the village, and there were not much things to take or be lost
anyway in our meager possessions.
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The shape of the thatched houses in Jeju were mostly similar.
Within the stone fences, one could find two L-shaped thatched
houses, the bigger house facing the south and serving as Angeori
(Anchae, main building) while the smaller house facing the west
served as Bakgeori (Bakkatchae, annex). The Angeori is divided
into two gudeul (room) and sangbang (wooden floor), with jeongji
(kitchen) and gopang (storage), with a banister (porch) between
the sangbang and the yard. Bakgeori was divided into a gudeul
and a space that was used both for storage and soemak (hut for
cows). Pigs were grown adjacent to the Bakgeori in general, and
dotong (toilet) was also in that area as well.
The yard was a piece of land of soil compaction with barley
straw spread over it. The barley straws prevented dust from being
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was a single door, like <picture 4>, and it made the rooms very,
very cold in winter, being lined with only a layer of changhoji
paper. When one woke up in winter, one could feel the end of one’s
nose being numb, one’s breath coming out as plumes of steam. I
suppose lining the doors with multiple layers of changhoji paper
would have made the rooms darker, and it must have been out
of question. The wooden door in <picture 4> is the door in the
house that I used to live in when I was young. I took the door
when the house was demolished to make a room for a new house.
The door is an antique piece now.

kicked up from the yard, and grains were also dried on straw mats
as well. On the corner, one could find wooyeongpat (vegetable
garden), geomjilnul (a stack of dried grasses for firewood), and
soecholnul (a stack of dried grasses for cows). The cows were
raised from late autumn to early spring in soemak, and one had
to feed soechol (feed) to the cows three times a day.
The soechol were cut from the Jungsangan region during fall
and were carted off to the house, being kept over winter in a pile
to be used as a feed.
The thatched roof must be replaced once a year.
One cuts and dries the straw during fall and replaces the roof
sometime near the lunar January. In order to do this, one must
prepare the jipjul (rope made of straw), the bands that tie down
the thatched roof in a crisscross shape. Most of the thatched
houses are rectangular in shape, requiring about 20 long jipjul
and 25 short jipjul.
Jipjul is made by spinning and tying the straw with a tool called
“horongi,” and this work took a day’s work for a family of four.
One chose a windless day for the replacement of the roof. One
first cuts the year-old jipjul and climbs onto the roof, spreading
the straw starting with the lower parts of the roof. The long and
short bands are to be tied into a crisscross shape. This is the reason
why older houses have fuller and thicker roofs. The newly replaced
roof granted protection from the elements, standing through the
wind and snow as well as any monsoon and typhoon. It seems
the thatched roofs were a wise choice for such a windy island.
I once saw a thatched house being built in our neighborhood. The
ridge of the roof was established first, followed by four pillars,
after which the rafters were constructed from cedar. A mixture
of dirt and cut straw were compacted, and the outer walls of the
house were built with this mud mixture and stones.
The inner wall was built around a wall of wood sticks that were
tied together, after which the mud would be applied heavily on
it, creating a hard wall once dried. Gudeul was formed by first
setting down the gudeuljang with a flat stone, forming a base
layer, and spreading a fine layer of mud on it. After the mud dried,
it was completed with multiple layers of paper on top of it, after
which the entire floor is treated with tannin from persimmon.
Gudeuljang was linked to the kitchen, warming the stone beneath
the floor with heat from the kitchen. The floor of sangbang was
made with wooden boards. There were wooden screens in front
and back of sangbang, and I remember these gates, while being
cool in winter, barely managed to keep out the wind in winter.
One could see the ridge and the rafters on the ceiling, and most
of the time the ceiling was covered with papers. What I found to
be most perplexing was the doors leading to individual rooms. It
28

The thatched houses in Jeju were made by using the
materials from nature as much as possible.

1

The inner wall of the houses, being made up of stone and soil,
can be called a living wall. The cold and the heat from the outside
were kept out of the house by the mud portion of the wall, and
the humidity was also maintained by the mud wall absorbing
and emitting humidity depending on the season. I think the
house managed to stay out of dampness even during monsoon
seasons. Now, one can no longer find any traditional thatched
houses in Jeju, except perhaps in the Seongeup Folk Village. The
newly built thatched houses are not made with mud-and-barley
straw walls, and these walls do not even seem to be breathing
anymore. I think the main materials used in thatched houses,
such as the stones, woods, soil, and straw, allowed the houses
to be a natural housing environment that goes well with the
people living in it.
Perhaps this was why I rarely suffered from atopy, eye infections,
or even common cold. I sometimes see thatched houses around.
It feels as if one had stepped into the days of the past using a
time machine and stepping into the space of his childhood once
again. A warm feeling will surely blossom in one’s heart.

3

2

4

1. Stone fences and thatched houses of Jeju
2. T hatched roofs that are tied down with straw bands
3. Tying the straw onto the thatched roof
4. The door to the house where the writer used to live in
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“Construction of Porosity” as the construction principle of Jeju houses

HOUSE THAT
EMBRACES THE WIND
As stone fences and Olle pathways shape the wind corridors through the village,
the village space is made structural and linked organically. Residential buildings,
arranged in an organic fashion within the stone fence, show the accommodating
attitude toward the wind.

1

2

1. Thatched houses and stone fence in Jeju (Seongeup Folk Village) 2. O lle pathways in Jeju village (Olle-gil, Haga-ri)

Written and photographed by Geon Yang (Adjunct Professor, Jeju University)

It’s been nearly 18 years since I’ve started
running a small group of architects in Jeju.
Living as an architect on the island and
suffering through a series of works that
I can’t even call an architectural piece, I
often feel a sense of emptiness whenever
I have an opportunity to contemplate. In
that sense, once the working environment
of the architect is limited, it is only natural
that he tries to find the evidences needed
for his work instinctively within that
environment. This is especially true for
regions like Jeju, where the peculiarities
that emerge from the climate, landscape,
and the social customs are very pronounced.
In the architectural flow of the world, the
discussion on regionality was one of the
prime topics that were raised when the
mainstream mode of architecture was still
unclear. The modern architectural industry
today, likewise, seems to be an environment
that is full of multiple layers of discussion, and
regionalist architecture is indeed forming a
large part of it. I have found much relevance
in the theories of Kenneth Frampton and
Christian Norberg-Schulz. Frampton, whose
thoughts are represented by the notion of
“critical regionalism,” argues that there is a
conflict between the regional culture and
the universal civilization (national culture),
and all culture tend to change fundamentally
through a constant exchange with other
cultures. Thus, because regional cultures
Soonhwan30
901 © Yoon. Joonhwan

already exist, he considers them to be not
immutable, but rather becoming enlightened
through self-consciousness.
Thus, he argues that the notion of
regionalism is formed in an autonomous
way, and regional cultures are made not only
because of regional factors like climate and
culture but also the inevitable acceptance
of new cultures and its transfiguration.
Norberg-Schulz also mentions regionalism
through a concept of “new regionalism,”
which aims at the constant reinterpretation of
the given environment into creativeness, not
merely to the nostalgic notion of returning
to the regional characters and to understand
regionality in terms not of imitation or
static conservation but rather through
the perspective of “creative maintenance.”
The two theorists provide a view into the
nature of the regionality and the attitude of
the architect toward regionality, showing us
that the attempts to search for regionality
must avoid the errors of rigidity from the
objectification of tradition and the binary
framework that it imposes upon regionality.
Considering these factors, I believe that
the traditional houses and villages would
be examined in the best way through a
realistic method that can allow an easy
approach into the problem of identity for
a regional culture of construction.
Many architects have provided an analysis
on the format and the alignment of the

traditional housing in Jeju (thatched houses
and stone fences), but I think the primary
concept behind the construction of houses in
Jeju, drawing from the climate characteristic
and incidentally the theme of this issue,
which is wind, lies in the “construction
of porosity.”
The definition of “porosity” is very helpful
in explaining the characteristics of Jeju. The
porosity of volcanic ash was an important
factor in determining the location of villages
on the island, being related to water, and
the porosity that is made manifest in the
construction of stone fences are also a
manifestation of wisdom in adjusting to
the wind. Porosity contains the concept
of a dual code, which is composed of the
primary code or the physical characteristics
that are constructed in response to climate
conditions like wind and the secondary
code or the accumulation of temporality
and everydayness.
Walter Benjamin, whose theory is often
quoted as the philosophical background of
modern city theory, provides the concept of
“porosity” in the research of Napoli among
his many city researches, which is similar
to the environment of Jeju. Benjamin’s
concept of porosity is the infusion of
an object into another object due to the
ambiguous division among the phenomena
or the fusion between the new and the
remaining, the public and the private, as
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Modern interpretation of thatched houses in Jeju

well as the sacred and the profane. One
can thus understand everydayness and
temporality as a dual code of porosity in
the sense that they serve as constituents
of an amorphous body without a definite
concept of time or space.
The porous character of the village becomes
further marked if these dual codes are
used to analyze villages. The effect of the
wind, serving as a primary code, shape the
physical conditions. As stone fences and
Olle pathways shape the wind corridors
through the village, the village space is
made structural and linked organically.
The linear residential buildings show
the accommodating attitude toward the
wind. Furthermore, as the temporality
and everydayness become integrated into
the village over multiple generations, the
physical conditions are augmented by a
narrative landscape. Thus, starting from the
climate of wind, construction constitutes the
landscape of the village as the “body of porous
construction.” However, the mechanics of
the primary code is supplemented by yet
another factor, which is historicity.
If the traditional houses faced the wind
through the weight of the stone, the porosity
and the shape as well as the construction of
the houses, modern and universal techniques
and materials free the architect from the
relationship with the wind. Furthermore,
the architect is given a leeway upon which
he would relate to the wind in a poetic sense.
The “House that Embraces the Wind:
Soonhwan 901 (soonhwan: circular,
circulation)” is a project that is destined
to rebrand the image of Jeju through the
poetic combination of its landscape.
When have we seen such an accumulation of

capital in the history of this island? Facing
nearly 1,500 immigrants monthly, and a
yearly population growth of 20,000, Jeju
can reach a million residents in near future.
All the dreams of people for an idyllic life
in the island, yet they are still living in
there, has a realistic and difficult side.
Being referred as cultural immigrants,
they bring unfamiliar cultural phenomena
with them to the island. The owner couple
of the “House that Embraces the Wind:
Soonhwan 901,” are likewise immigrants
who decided to immigrate in search for
a therapeutic life on the island, despite
their young age.
The location of the building was set in
Jungsangan region, the lung of Jeju, in full
view of Mount Hallasan; the Provincial Art
Museum, and the popular road known as the
“mysterious road” are located nearby. The
image that was first established from the
surroundings was the image of a sanctuary
<picture 1>, a place of new settlement for
the Nomadian, which protects him from
the surroundings.
The individual ends of the Y-shaped
construction <figure 1> house the
residential space, the guest house, and
the cafe, maintaining the centrality of the
space, and the wholeness of the space as
an organic body is established through the
inner courtyard <picture 2>, the staircase
<picture 3>, and the fake wall <figure 2>.
The Y-shaped organization reveals the three
external spaces that embrace the different
qualities of wind in Jeju. Each external
courtyard is assigned a program of a parking
lot, a common courtyard for the guesthouse,
and a residential courtyard, while the three
courtyards are integrated through an Olle

pathway made up of red scoria, unifying
the courtyards with the building. The inner
courtyard is a space that contains softly the
light that is weakened and filtered through
the screen. However, that does not mean
that it is a closed space cut off from the rest
of the world. The inner courtyard is made
as a place of interaction for the residents
through the staircase, which organizes
the individual programs throughout the
construction, and the encircled centrality
that pervades the space. The owners and
the guests can share their life stories in
Jeju and the world under the starry skies.
Anecdotes from the residents’ lives are
being shared in the inner courtyard, into
a porous space. Also, the space between the
guesthouses feature a wind trail <picture
4> that permeate the building from the
north into the inner courtyard. The guests
in the inner courtyard are reminded of
their location in Jeju from the breeze that
passes through the courtyard. Soonhwan
901, thus, is branded as an image of a house
that embraces the wind of the island.
The traditional regionality of Jeju, based
on its historicity and locality, can be said
to be the result of the dialectic integration
between the universality of the world
architecture and the special characteristics
of Jeju. However, Jeju is currently facing
the age of development. The architects
of the island are facing the regionality of
time, in which they must strive to achieve
the mean between the capital profit and
the respect paid to the environment. With
historicity, the wind, as the constituent of
Jeju’s landscape, will evolve as a multilevel
method through which the identity of
architecture or “porosity” will be manifested.

<Figure 1> Y-shaped organization that embraces and manifests the wind of Jeju

<Figure 2> Elevation sketch of the fake wall through an organized program

1

2

3

4

1. Model picture of Soonhwan 901 2. Inner courtyard 3. Staircase 4. Wind trail ©Yoon. Joonhwan
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WHITE WINGS

ON THE TRAIL OF WIND
Written and photographed by the editorial staff

One easily finds a plethora of wind-shaped
landscape throughout the island. With stone
fences built in a loose pattern to calm the wind,
the jipjul on the low thatched roofs, and the
windbreak forests that repel the gales,
one cannot also leave out the wind
generators that trap the force of
wind into clean energy.
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Walking along the coastal trail and the wind generators,
standing firm against the perpetual wind of Jeju

(New & Renewable Energy Exhibit Hall)

Spreading the white wings.
Jeju is a windy island. Gales that seemingly uproot the trees
from the ground turn to soft breeze at a moment’s notice. The
geographic factors may be held accountable for the constant
wind in the island. Because it is located in the middle of the sea,
without any obstacles to block the wind, all sorts of wind sweep
through the island. However, there are things that spread their
wings against the relentless wind with firm reserve. They are
wind generators, more colloquially called windmills.
There are nearly 100 wind generators in Jeju, and the Haengwon
Wind Farm Complex in Gujwa-eup, Haengwon-ni is the largest
wind farm of its kind in South Korea. Perhaps because of that,
any trips that go eastward from Jeju City are always accompanied
by wind generators at a distance or close by. The trip starts at
Seongsegi Beach in Gimnyeong.
Gimnyeong Seongsegi Beach is renowned for its beautiful waters, a
stunning combination of emerald seas with pure white sand beach
and charred black of basalt. Looking out at the blue seas beyond
the beach, one can see the wind generators on the corner of one’s
vision. After that, two, three, four, and more wind generators
slowly make their way into one’s vision.
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Along the wind-swept landscape.
The wind is an inevitable part of an island that is placed on the
path of the storm. The inhabitants of the island have put up
their own resistance in the form of offerings to the god of wind,
Yeongdeung Halmang, requesting for peace and prosperity of the
seas and the fishery as well as the safety of the fishermen and the
Haenyeo. Thatched roofs were made low and bound with jipjul
to prevent them from being blown away and stomping the dirt
during farming to prevent them from being blown away. Endless
stone fences, built loosely, are also in order to repel the wind.
Windbreak forests made up of cedars are also caused by the wind.
People have established a distinctive wind culture, sometimes
fighting and repelling the wind, and sometimes appeasing it.
Now, the people have faced the wind resolutely, converting it
into clean energy. As the culture and landscape of Jeju has been
shaped by wind, so did the wind generators making their way
into the wind-swept landscape. With the Seongsegi beach behind
one’s back, one can see the gigantic windmills dotted along the
coastal trail, where the sea and the sky meet. One can’t help but be
amazed at the sheer majesty of the windmills. Reaching up to 60
m in height and 40 m in width, one feels the vibration every time
a wing passes above one’s head. The road between Gimnyeong
and Haengwon are dotted by the scores of the wind generators,
which can only be set up in areas that see wind speeds of more
than 4 m/s, which is indeed the “trail of wind.”

Wind generators seen from
the batdam
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One arrives at Woljeong quite soon,
walking along the Hwanhaejangseong Fortress.
The wind at Woljeong Beach is both playful and fun.

Woljeongri Coast

The trail led by gigantic windmills.
The majestic windmills dot the road along the Haemaji Coastal Road as if they
are leading the travelers through the lands. One eventually arrives at Woljeong
after walking along the Hwanhaejangseong Fortress. The wind at Woljeong Beach
is both playful and fun. Surfers cleave through the waters at Woljeong Beach,
where the strong coastal winds provide ideal waves for surfing. One can also
go into one of the cafes, guesthouses, or bakeries that line the coast and get a
moment of rest while looking over the people enjoying the sea. Walking along
the coastal trail, one finds the lone offshore wind generator in the middle of
the sea. Placed in order to utilize the stronger coastal winds, this offshore wind
generator provides constant supply of wind energy to the villages nearby. It is like
a lighthouse in darkness of the night. Clutching the collars together to stave off
the wind, one begins to hear yet again the humming sound. Gigantic windmills
spin endlessly just nearby.
This is the Haengwon Wind Farm, which was the first wind farm to be established
in 1998. One scurries into the New & Renewable Energy Exhibit Hall to avoid
the wind. In the Center, one can learn how Jeju’s wind energy and other forms
of clean energy, such as solar, water, coal, bio, geothermal, and hydrogen, are
converted to clean energy through the lens of children in a series of interactive
presentations. In the 4-D theater, housing 150 seats, one can teach children the
things they can do to save the planet, and one also finds interactive experiences, an
educational space, and an outdoor courtyard. The coastal trail from Gimnyeong
continues to the Haengwon Wind Farm Complex with the help of the resolute
wind generators. Even with a leisurely pace of enjoying the wind, one only needs
about four hours to walk through the trail. Go along with the wind and wander
around the Gimnyeong-Haengwon coastal trail.

Woljeongri Coast

Haengwon38Wind Farm Complex

Haengwon Wind Farm Complex

New & Renewable Energy Exhibit Hall
712-3, Haemajihaean-ro, Gujwa-eup, Jeju-si, Jeju-do
09:00–18:00 (closed every Monday and holidays)
Entrance fee : Free of charge
Telephone : 064-720-7490
Web site : www.jejuenergy.or.kr
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THE PLACE WHERE ONE
CAN MEET GIGANTIC
WINDMILLS

WE AIM FOR
A CARBON FREE ISLAND
BY 2030!

Wolryeong · Hankyeong Wind Farm Complex
Following the coastal road that links Sinchang and Gosan, one can see the Singgyemul
Park (Sinchang Windmill Coast). It is thought as one of the best places in Jeju to go
for a drive because it integrates the scores of the wind generators blending into the
picturesque coastal scenes of Bangsa tower in Yongsu port and Jeolbuam Rocks.

Jeju Special Self-governing Province is planning to replace all electric
generation in the province to ew and renewable energy, which is based on
wind power, in order to realize the “Carbon Free Island, Jeju by 2030’.
Prioritizing environmental values Maintaining landscape, refraining from indiscriminate development,
and limiting large-scale development
Public-driven development	Priority given to local corporations, energy welfare for the residents,
and solving the problem of social receptivity

Gasiri Wind Farm
One can also see wind generators away from coast. The Gasiri in Jungsangan region,
where the wide stretch of green grass is only interrupted by Oreums, houses the wind

Enlarging residential participation Shaping the rapport with the residents, integration of various opinions
from grand conferences, and promoting local professional workforce

generators as well. Being located between Keunsaseum Oreum and Tarabi Oreum, it is
an ideal place to go on a trip during fall season to see the silver grasses.

<2030 Greenhouse Gas Reduction Goals>

4 generators in
Gimnyeong (12MW)
1 generator in
Wolryeong (2MW)
2 generators in
Sinchang
(1.7MW)

1 generator in
Woljeong (2MW)
9 generators in Hankyeong (21MW)

15 generators
in Haengwon
(11.44MW)
10 generators
in Seongsan
(20MW)

South
Korea
850.06 million tons

535.9 million tons
(reduction of 314.7
million tons)

37%

United
States

Japan

Canada

26~
28%

26%

30%

<2030 Greenhouse Gas Reduction Goal for Jeju>
The EU Switzerland

Greenhouse Gas Reduction

2.94 6.6
million
tons

(10% compared to the national level)

40%

Replacing

billion
kwh

from the total electric power
usage of 11.3 billion kwh
with wind-generated energy

50%
11 generators in
Samdal (33MW)

9 generators in Yongsu (21MW)
13 generators in
Gasiri (15MW)
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A “NEW TREND” SWEEPS
ACROSS THE ISLAND
There is a song in Jeju with lyrics, “This is the land of our ancestor’s blood and sweat,
our cradle of life from which we came and grew up. Let us rise, gather together, and
make Jeju a good place to live.” Maybe we should indeed come together and make Jeju a
good placeto live, just as the lyrics say?
Written by Pil-soo Yang (Jeju Tourism Organization, Head of Competitiveness Enhancement Section, PhD in Tourism)

A
new trend
is taking the island
like a storm, the trend that
will make Jeju a good place to
live. One can feel it anywhere. People
outside the island wish to live in Jeju. The
population of Jeju was about 550,000 in
2002, when the entire nation was engulfed
in the heat of the 2002 World Cup. Today,
the population has soared above the mark of
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630,000. Jeju sees a constant increase in population, a far
cry from the constant reduction being observed in other regions.
The rate of growth is also quite fast. From the yearly increase of
10,000 observed until last year, this year’s population growth is
expected to reach 15,000.
Population growth is the largest drive behind local development.
The importance of regional development strategies has displaced
the national development strategy. This is because our world is
now on the brink of the age of globalization. Globalization had
started in earnest in 1990s.
South Korea, likewise, instituted local self-governance on July 1,
1995, with the first popular election of local governors. From that

point onward, various regions in Korea has constantly struggled
to maintain the identity of the region while keeping up with the
tides of globalization. Most local governments have instituted
programs of specific marketing for the localities, establishing
midterm to long-term strategies in order to realize local development
beyond simple marketing in the region. Various professionals
distinguish local marketing strategies into three types, including
tourist attraction, investment attraction, and resident attraction.
Taken in this light, Jeju has managed to achieve quite a lot of
results in all three types of marketing. Because of the abundance
in tourists and investments, many have even argued that highvalue tourists and investors should be selectively invited to the
province. Such is a happy dilemma. Even the number of residents is
increasing, despite lacking any specialized structures to facilitate

them. This is, indeed, the new trend for Jeju.
The new residents of the island have been called “Jeju immigrants”
by the original residents. There are a variety of reasons why one
comes to Jeju. Celebrities or rich retirees come here to enjoy a
peaceful life in the beautiful countryside. Rural returners from
urban areas have taken up farming or running guesthouses, cafes,
or restaurants also for a more peaceful life. Other migrants include
those who move for educational purposes to the international
schools on the island or those who settle in Jeju after international
marriages. Whatever their reasons for coming to island, we must
utilize this trend to make Jeju a truly livable island. All residents
of Jeju, regardless of whether they are newcomers to the island,
are the people of Jeju. Only when they achieve harmony and
integration in the local government can we see the development
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of Jeju and a happy life for all.
I would like to put forward a number of suggestions to make
Jeju a livable place for all. First, a unified culture of Jeju should
be formed through social integration. Jeju is one. Thus, people
of Jeju should also become one. As the number of newcomers to
the island increase, we should make an effort to increase their
pride and joy in their new home, nurturing their love for Jeju.
We must do away with the exclusive cultures of “Goendang,”
which avoid and ostracize outsider and “lander” terminologies.
A unified Jeju culture should be based on plurality. One must
respect the individual character and culture of the newcomers
in order to become one with them. Olle culture is a culture of
friendliness, which is based on mutual sharing and caring. We
must approach the newcomers with the same respect as they
are also residents of the same Olle. Friendliness comes from
the respect of others. Thus, we must make sure that all of us
share true love and common pride in our homeland. This will
be the basis of our progress. Thus, when it comes to the policy
of resident attraction, making sure that the existing residents
do not leave is more important than attracting new residents.
Secondly, a creative industry of local culture must be developed
by utilizing culture and arts. Many of the newcomers to the
island are cultural and artistic people. For example, Wal-jong
Lee, Pil Soon Jang, Hyori Lee, Jung Lee, and Jae Hoon Lee are
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among the recent newcomers to the island. The abundance of
cultural and artistic sites on the island, such as the Lee Jung
Seob Culture Street and Bontae Museum, also allows many to
meet cultural artists easily. Initially centered around the Jeoji Art
Village, the migration of artists has progressed to a point that
one can find at least one or two artists in many rural villages.
Culture is a key determinant of national competitiveness in the
21st century. Culture and arts are integrated widely and to a great
extent in many fields. Thus, marketing Jeju based on culture
and arts will prove to be a catalyst that will allow us to bring
the competitiveness of the island to a new level.
In order to do this, we must institute a system of assistance to
the artists so that they can fully expand their artistic capabilities
and utilize the system to foster the creative cultural industry. I’m
sure the artists will be eager to join the program as well. Why
not open the new age for the island with their help?
Finally, the new residents should take part in attracting highvalue tourists. Tourism is the major industry of Jeju. The tourism
in the island is constantly growing in terms of quantity. Now,
the key question is to bring the quantitative growth in terms
with the qualitative growth. In order to maintain the balance,
one must make Jeju a place where tourists can stay for longer
to spend more and help the local economy, and finally, to make
sure that they come again to the island.

Touching everyone’s hearts.
Many owners of restaurants, cafes, or guesthouses or famous
cultural artists have already been utilizing their blogs and social
network services to promote Jeju. Their daily lives on the island is
already flooding the Web. Their fans and acquaintances, following
their activities via Internet, is visiting Jeju more often and for
longer. These naturally lead to the desire to emulate their lives
for their fans. This is one of the factors of the quick turn from
group-oriented tourism to individual tourism in terms of tourist
characteristics.
The new cultural artists, who are famous and with a lot of
experiences, often publish their experiences on the island into
books, talk about them in conferences, or mention them often
in broadcasts. All of this, needless to say, promotes Jeju.
Jeju Tourism Organization once ran a program called “I’ll Live
in Jeju.” This was a program that showed the existing islanders
how to greet tourists, written in the new residents’ point of view.
This is also an example to heighten their willingness to welcome
tourists by fostering the values of hospitality to welcome everyone.
Some new residents in rural areas are running interactive rural
experience programs as well. Nearly 3,200 families have returned
to rural areas from urban life in the past four years. The Jeju

Tourism Organization, together with the Seogwipo Rural Return
Cooperative, have participated in this program to utilize it as a
tourism program in which the tourists can experience the life
in Jeju and to showcase the life in Jeju via Internet. Through
this, Jeju’s tourism is shifting to longer stays for tourists and a
fair tourism that respects the environment and the culture in
the island.
Also, foreign residents that move to the island through international
marriages make up an entirely new resource in tourism. Many
of them are trained to provide translation services in tourism,
providing better language service to the tourists.
With all these activities taken together and being enhanced, Jeju
will soon become a global destination for tourism by affecting
the everyone’s heart, attracting more high-value tourists, and
inciting them to stay longer and spend more.
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FINDING THE OLD AND MODERN JEJU

THROUGH PICTURES
Written by Kyung-dae Ko · Pictures by Yeong-il Ko / Kyung-dae Ko

JEJU!

SELECTED AS
THE 2016 CULTURE CITY
OF EAST ASIA
As an island of culture and arts where unique and various local cultural assets and
modern lifestyle coexist, Jeju has been selected as the 2016 Culture City of East Asia.

On the project <Following Yeong-il Ko’s Picture>
I had been working on a project where I follow
Yeong-il Ko’s daily life in Jeju, back in the 1960s
and the 1970s, where I was taking pictures of the
current moment in the places he had photographed.
I’ve named the project <Following Yeong-il Ko’s
Picture>. This project involves visiting the places
Yeong-il Ko and Gyeong-dae Ko,
Yeong-il Ko had photographed during the 1960s and
in early 2009
1970s and taking new pictures on the same place
and using the same method with the question, “Why here, and why like this?”
It has been five years since I started working on it. Even though I have started
the project with late regrets, thinking that the project would have been so much
better had Yeong-il Ko had been still alive, I have nevertheless decided to assign
my own meaning to the project, that we must not let the old Jeju that Ko had
photographed be forgotten, but to record the changes that had taken place and
show its relevance to Jeju at present. We hope that this opportunity will prove
to be an opportunity to share the memories of the people of Jeju by examining
the past and the present state of Jeju.

© Yeong-il Ko, Gimnyeong-ri, Gujwa-eup, 1960~1970

© Kyung-dae Ko, Gimnyeong-ri, Gujwa-eup, 2014

Kyung-dae Ko

Yeong-il Ko (1926~2009)

Born in Jeju in 1958 but spent his early age in Seoul. He always had a personal
fantasy about Jeju because both of his parents hailed from there. He is now living in
Pyungdae-ri, Gujwa-eup, Jeju-si to carry on his father’s work, which is photographs
of Jeju took during 60-70s, under the name of <Following Yeong-il Ko’s Picture>.
He’s an adjunct professor in Dongguk University’s Graduate School of Communication
& Information and a lecturer in Jeju National University’s Department of Journalism
and Public Relations.

A first-generation journalist of Jeju, he led a long and robust career in photography.
First picking up his camera in the third year of middle school, he eventually hosted
six exhibitions from 1957 in the then-barren photography scene in Jeju. He led the
foundation of Jeju Camera Club in 1965 and established the office of the Photography
Artist Society of Korea in Jeju. His long career also includes his work as a photography
critic. He has led a life that can definitely be said to have been a life that was dedicated
to photography.
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HAVE YOU EVER SEEN SOMETHING CHANGED LIKE THIS?

1960~1970s

Can you see how this place had changed like this? I could find this place quite easily because there was the
Seopseom island in the picture by Yeong-il Ko. Do you think there has been much change since then?

2014

Bomok-ri and Seopseom island, seen from Seogwipo’s Jejigioreum (peak)
While the landscape was quite easy to find because of the presence of the Seopseom island, the angle of the picture taken by Yeong-il Ko was
quite difficult to match. My meager skills did prove to be a problem, but probably, the growth of the pine trees on Jejigioreum impeded the
same field of scenery as in the past. It is quite good to see the shoreline being maintained, except for the extensions in the roof of houses and
the breakwater line.
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2014

1960~1970s

From the View of the Five-day Market
I think the portrait artist in Yeong-il Ko’s picture may have also been serving as a fortune teller. However, I initially thought that this picture
would be difficult to replicate. I would have imagined it to have already disappeared from the market. Yet I see that the reality may be drastically
different from the daydreams on the desk. I found a stall in Sehwa five-day market on October 2014 that drew portraits from identification
pictures! I only had a shot of it taken back then, but last October, I found the same person in the Sehwa five-day market once again. That meant
that I could put yet another work under the project.
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* T his gentleman, who goes around the five-day market in Jeju and selling the portraits that he makes, actually wanders
around the country. He usually stays for six months in Jeju, and even if the picture is only an identification picture-size,
he nevertheless draws a great picture from it. Because the completed pictures are picked up by the customer in the next
market, he always has to stay at the same place. The number of jobs dwindled over the years, but there are still elders
who want their portraits taken. He even told me that there are people who ask him to draw the portrait of the deceased.
I could feel his sense of pride in his work when he told me that he had taken the portrait of all the presidents of Korea.
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MEETING THE LIGHT OF LIFE
AFTER WORKING IN THE BLUE DEPTHS

Art therapy appealed to the hearts of the Haenyeo, providing a solace to
the psychological wounds of the diver ladies and expressing the world as seen through a Haenyeo’s eye.
Written by Mi Ko (reporter for Jemin Ilbo) · Pictures by Woon-chul Lee (freelancer) · Illustrated by Bomi Yoon (freelancer)

Hong-ja Oh
Painting Haenyeo

Women started diving with their mothers and friends.
With a taewak on their backs, and their family beside them,

“Can you tell all hardships just by merely
using words? I don’t think so. But I lived
with it.” With those words, the old Haenyeo
in her 70s pauses. The space is filled not by
a seemingly long silence, but the sounds in
Jeju, especially the sounds near the shore.
The persistent and stubborn sound of life,
deep within the lungs. Nothing lingers after
the sound spewed out from the rough seas
onto the land. That terrifying sound, always
accompanied by sadness, now represents
a part of history in “Jeju.”
“I came to my senses and I found myself
alone.” She was only 13, that age when
one still lives with his/her parents, when
it happened. Hong-ja Oh (75) lost both her
mother and father because of the April 3rd
Massacre. The people from the villages
in Jungsangan region, including Namwon

2-ri, Sumang-ri, and Hannam-ri, lost all
the precious things in the tide of tragedy
that swept the region like a plague. Nobody
could find time to care for an orphan girl,
when they were all trying to struggle for
their lives. She nevertheless walked for
over an hour to live and to learn the sea.
She did not particularly learn how to do
“muljil (diving),” or the actual work of
harvest. She got to know the sea by playing
in Yongcheonsu springs along the coast,
just like her fellow children. “Once the 10
of us set out to pick up some seaweeds,
everyone returned empty-handed except
me. I did five bundles alone. My uncles told
me that I’d done a good job, and I felt good
about it. I got into it because I would earn
praises, and now I have a living from it.”
People think that because Jeju is surrounded
by the sea in all sides, girls would
automatically become Haenyeo by default.
The truth of the matter is, only the girls
who grew up in the coast did the diving,
making Haenyeos from Jungsangan villages
a rarity. Maybe the sea had opened up its
bosom to a girl who had lost everything

and had no place to turn into. When she
reached 17, she eventually began working in
places as far as Okpo, Geoje Island, propelled
by the tales of her abilities. “I did hapjeo
(mussels), dobak (a kind of seaweed) or
ggul (a kind of small oyster) back then. I
had a recruiter who would bring me back
and forth for a few years...” She worked in
a boat in Geoje. She learned things like
the sea song, “Oar Sounds” during that
time. She only joined the fishing village
cooperative after marriage. “Someone
arranged a marriage for me, telling my
husband that there was a young woman
in the other neighborhood who is able and
earnest. I had a family before long.” She
has four children, all sons. “I didn’t sell
my house, I kept my lands, and I raised
my children. That’s good enough”. She
also has a “daughter.” She took in a nineyear-old who used to live nearby and sent
her to school. “She looked just like me, so
I couldn’t let her pass.

these women, called the Haenyeo, dived into depths of the sea with strong movements.
These women took great pride in being able to feed their families
while carrying Jeju's economy forward.
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"I like the color blue."
Mrs. Oh’s blue is remarkably clear.
It is the color of freedom,
permeating the water level
after a hard day’s work
and facing the surface.

Healing through colors and lines

2

3

The old man (her husband) tried to persuade
me out of it. But my eldest son told me that
I shouldn’t even start if I was only going
to send her to an elementary school. She
graduated from a high school and doing
a hair salon job at Seongsan. She told me
that she is not so into studying so she’ll
just learn a job, and I gave my yes to her. I’m
glad that she’s earning her own living now.”
She may say no, but everything that she took,
she learned from Mrs. Oh. She succeeded the
spirit of a Haenyeo by heart, the capability of
survive without any help. She did not try to
teach her how to dive, but she nevertheless
took her daughter to the sea.
“She went all blue at her face and said,
‘Mother, I can do everything else but not
this.’ My uncles were right. Life of Haenyeo
isn’t for everyone.”
While she lived in the seas near Namwon,
except for a few trips to Geoje, she got
to see a new sea in 2013. The cultural
community, “Seogwipo Saramdeul”
(headed by Kwang-hee Ahn) had come to
the Haenyeo of Namwon-ri as a part of the
cultural welfare program called “Colors of
the Ocean.” Mrs. Oh was the chief diver
of the cooperative and mustered up her
courage to say the words, “Let’s give it a
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try.” It was difficult to bring together all
Haenyeos into a single place, with their
penchant to not spend any “rest time” for
themselves. It was a risk for her in a way.
“Sure. We can blame the world. But how
would an ignorant old woman who didn’t
even graduate from elementary hold a crayon?
I didn’t even have much opportunity to
hold a pencil. Some of us really did great
paintings. They did graduate from elementary
school, come to think of it. I was jealous,
too. I wasn’t doing great, so I said I won’t
do it anymore, but the professor told me
that it was okay.” It was not a lecture in art,
but an art therapy. Art therapy appealed
to the hearts of the Haenyeos, providing a
solace to their psychological wounds and
expressing the world as seen through their
eyes.
“I like the color blue.” Mrs. Oh’s blue is
remarkably clear. It is the color of freedom,
permeating the water level after a hard
day’s work and facing the surface. The
things she draws with that color are the
things in her memories. From the Bulteok
(a shelter for Haenyeos) where she would
rest next to a fire, to her uncle, giving the
baby diver something made up of a few
layers of cotton. Everything in her drawing

is round and made up of curves.
Their view of the sea is really different
from the sea that we know. It is not a place
of romance or rest, but an arena of fierce
battle for survival. Their work may not
be formally completed as in the works of
famous artists, but they also swathed in
the “age” that the famous artists cannot
draw out. The project was also a testament
of the simple truth that “culture” is not
a product of some equation or a special
process but rather a product of work to
produce a value or usage.
The uniqueness of Haenyeos like Mrs. Oh
earned them the gold prize in Women’s Issues
in Houston International Film Festival, one
of the three largest film festivals in North
America, in May this year. The uniqueness of
their work was confirmed by their invitation
to the Independent Documentary Festival,
the Gwangju Women’s Film Festival, and
the Seoul Environmental Film Festival.
A symbol piercing the 70 years
of independence.
The Haenyeo of Jeju, in an outsider term,
can be defined simply as “a unique group
that maintains the most primitive methods
(materials).” The recognition given to the

effort to rely on one’s own strengths, rather
than the tools, or the ones who had kept
their place in history during the age of
technological civilization and historical
turbulence is still not forthcoming.
Even if one only considers the modern
history, among various forms of resistance
to the Imperial Japan, the only group of
women who took group action against the
economic exploitation of the peninsula
was the Haenyeos of Jeju. From June 1931
to January 1932, involving a yearly count
of 17,000 people in the areas of Gujwaeup, Seongsan-eup, and Wudo-myeon, the
“Jeju Haenyeo Resistance Movement” was
the largest fishermen’s movement in the
history of Korea and the largest women’s
movement, involving 238 gatherings and
demonstrations.
Their choice of sacrifice in order to break
the chain of poverty and to protect their
family predates the fathers of “Ode to My
Father” by centuries. Their difficult path is
often likened to the hardships of the island.
Haenyeos often feature in the examples of
working in Japan in search for jobs, having
learned how to dive in Korea. Haenyeo
did their work not only in Japan but also
in Qingdao and Dairen in China and
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1. Haenyeo Hong-ja Oh diving into the sea for harvesting 2. Self-portrait of Hong-ja Oh © Hong-kyun Kang
3, 4. Pieces of Painters by “Painting Haenyeos” of Namwon-1-ri © Cultural Community “Seogwipo Saramdeul”

Vladivostok in Russia during the Japanese
forced occupation.
Not only the intellectuals faced the darkness
of the forced occupation because Haenyeos
were also forced to work in “expedition
(mobilization) diving.” They often struggled
against exploitation or discrimination during
this process. The start of “Kimigayo Maru,”
a passenger cargo ship operating the JejuOsaka line in 1922, started the voluntary
expedition of Haenyeos in earnest.
The Haenyeos maintained their families,
often in the absence of the fathers, and
Jeju during the historical turmoil since the
independence on 1945 to the establishment
of government (August 1948), April 3rd

Massacre (April 1948), Korean War (June
1950) and armistice (July 1953), and the
May 16th Coup.
While the presence of Haenyeos is
disappearing as time goes by, from the
old age to the modern era, their values
live on through a “cultural approach.” The
Haenyeos their culture, being a continuous
“woman-centered maritime community” and
an unprecedented example of it, qualifies
for the designation as “UNESCO Intangible
Cultural Heritage.” The final results will
be announced by November 2016 at the
earliest or by December of the same year
at the latest.
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These are the things we, Haenyeos, need to do, and that is diving!
Goggles

Taewak and Mangsari

Haenyeos refer to the goggles
they wear as “noon” or eyes.

A piece that floats on the water,
providing a platform to lean on
to rest for Haenyeos and
a container for the things
they had collected, such as
abalone, shells, seaweed,
hijiki, sea urchin, and sea
cucumbers.

*J oksenoon, the first goggles: The goggles that
old Haenyeos used to wear are called Joksenoon,
while the ones that are currently in use are called
Wangnoon.

* Before Styrofoam, the Taewaks were made of gourds.

Kakkuri
Rubber clothes

Pongdol
Jorak
A net-type
container for
sea cucumbers,
abalone, obunjak,
etc.

Haenyeo, mother, sea... Jeju.
Beings that are represented through the sea,
Jeju, and the mother have an inexplicable
and unfathomably deep value. The official
count of active Haenyeos in the country
was 14,143 in the 1970s, 4,426 of them
in their 20s, and they were recognized as
“industrial workers” who supported the
national economy. In the 1980s, however, the
situation drastically changed. The number
of Haenyeos decreased to half, which is
7,804, and the percentage of Haenyeos in
their 50s and above began to rise. This was
partly because of the increase in the need
of female workforce because of the ongoing
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urbanization and industrialization, but there
were often other causes that took the sea
away from them, for example the opening
of coastal roads or aquaculture. The sense
of alarm grew as the years passed. At the
end of last year, 4,415 active Haenyeos
were counted. Even if former Haenyeos,
reaching 5,253, are included in the count,
the number is still well below than that
of the count during the 1970.
Mrs. Oh met President Park last May as a
representative of Jeju Haenyeo during the
“Korea Regional Hope Expo 2015.” While
she initially refused with the words, “Two
days out of my paycheck is KRW 130,000,”

she nevertheless mustered up her courage.
“The development of the nation is partly
because Haenyeos did a lot of hard work.
We would be much more proud of our work
if our efforts are listed in UNESCO. Please
help us.”
Mrs. Oh added, “Come to think of it, I had
always wanted to say that.” While she doesn’t
know exactly what UNESCO is, the “pride
for Haenyeos” is the strength that allows
them to continue on, the strength for Jeju.

A tool used to pick out
the shells, octopus, or
sea urchins between
the stones.

Rubber suits came into existence
starting 1970s. It was made to be easy
to put on and take off, and the size could
also be adjusted to fit the body.

It is worn around
the waist on a
cast iron wire. As
a Haenyeo ages,
she wears more
pongdol.

Bitchang
An iron tool used to pry
the abalone.

3~5m

7~8m

More than

10m

Hagun
Junggun
Sanggun
Haenyeos are divided into sanggun, junggun, and hagun (High, Middle, Low class) depending
on their diving skills. The diving time is usually around a minute, depending on Haenyeo’s lung
capacity, and sanggun Haenyeo are sometimes capable of diving for up to two minutes.
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Je-hwan Jung

Dreaming of

First Chairman of the Board,
Jeju Youth Start-up
Cooperative Joint Representative
of Island Ltd.

Success
Together
JEJU YOUTH START-UP COOPERATIVE
Written and photographed by the editorial staff

A number of young start-up businessmen, forging out their own path, has come
together to form the Jeju Youth Start-up Cooperative, in which they aim to establish
not only to share their knowledge and concerns but also to cooperate on a larger
scale. Jeju Youth Start-up Cooperative is forming a new business around the island,
helping the members and leading them to a successful start-up.

Jeju Youth Start-up Cooperative Sets Out.
A number of young businessmen have come together not to go fast, but alone, but
rather to go far together. Turning around from the idea of cold competition in the
world of economy and corporations, they have decided to share their knowledge
and experiences by forming the Jeju Youth Start-up Cooperative. It was not an easy
experience for many to forge out their dreams through a young start-up business.
A number of start-ups have begun to gather, those with similar concerns but also
similar ideas. They have, by sharing their knowledge, maintained a robust list of
activities for young start-ups, participating in the 2013 Jeju National University’s
LINC Project Group Jeju Youth Start-up Industry-University Cooperative Group,
sustaining the “Jeju Youth Start-up Meeting” booth in the 2nd LOHAS Exhibition,
and taking part in the Jeju industry-government-university integrated workshop’s
“Jeju Youth Start-up Introduction” session. Rallying around the idea that they
should put forward a more structured activity with the aim to build a start-up
ecosystem with their own hands, they have launched the Jeju Youth Start-up
Cooperative on July 11 with about 50 start-up businessmen. The general meeting
on that day appointed Je-hwan Jung, the Joint Representative of Island Ltd., as
the first chairman of the board.
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THE AIM
OF THE COOPERATIVE IS
THE SUCCESS OF ALL.
IT AIMS AT SUCCEEDING
TOGETHER,
NOT ALONE.

Walking together and combining our strengths together.
Jeju Youth Start-up Cooperative puts greater emphasis on the
possibility of cooperation, rather than competition. They expect
the synergy of cooperation, which would allow them to solve many
different problems that they otherwise would not have been able
to solve by themselves. The cooperative is enlarging its network
by organizing the “Jeju Venture Businessmen’s Meeting” every
Thursday of the fourth week of the month from February in order
to link young start-ups with partnerships and help their business
achieve success. They have also organized sessions with successful
businessmen, such as the “Story of the Orange Warehouse” in
which an abandoned warehouse was turned into a village cafe,
“Director Nam-heung Kim” of Bukchon Dol Hareubang Park, who
had shaped and organized the Dol Hareubang (Stone Grandpa, an
elderly shaped statue made out of basalt) for over 15 years, “Editor
Min-joo Ha” of Jeju’s lifestyle magazine iiin, and “Dreaming Fish,”
the management group for the flea market Bellong Market. The
cooperative also runs the “Network Day,” a community where
they can exchange ideas and cooperation on new projects.
Growing together.
The membership of the cooperative is diverse. With many
specializations like design, marketing, culinary, cafe, film, media,
planning, and R & D, they are planning to capitalize on the diverse
abilities of the members and to maintain the strong points as a
group. Their future holds much store for them, with a cooperative
festival among the start-ups, markets to test the products for the
members, and concerts with businessmen and local musicians.
The efforts of the cooperative, utilizing the local character and
the infrastructure of the island and achieving strong growth
through research and discussion, is creating a new flow that is
adding a new vitality to the area.
By developing the abilities of the people and leading the creation
of new cultures, the youth are even shaping the future of the
island. The aim of the cooperative is the success of all. It aims
at succeeding together, not alone. All the prospective and active
businessmen under the age of 39 are welcome, provided that they
are willing to commit themselves to mutual efforts in achieving
various values.
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LET US
SOAR TO
SUCCESS!
A cultural product that embraces Jeju—Island Ltd.
Island Ltd., producing cultural products whose designs
are based on Jeju, is the first cultural product design
company in the island, which was established in 2012
after recognizing that tourists only buy primary goods
from the island as souvenirs. The products of the
company include Jeju magnetic tiles, electromagnetic
wave protection stickers, “Jeju’s spring” mini-mug,
and Scoria cup. They can be found in more than 50
places, including tourist spots, hotels, and souvenir
shops.
http://www.studioisland.co.kr

A fun community—Ilowa Jeju
The first SNS marketing service in Jeju, Ilowa Jeju
is a Web-based community designed for information
dissemination about the island. The community
introduces various information about the island through
Facebook (27,000 likes), Instagram (2,000 followers),
Vingle (3.1 million views), Twitter (2,000 followers),
and blog (30,000 visits), such as the restaurants, cafe,
activities, events, festivals, part-time jobs, and other
information.
https://www.facebook.com/ilowajeju
* ‘Ilowa’ can be roughly translated as ‘come to’ or ‘come on’
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Jeju Onggi,
embracing both modernity and tradition

THROUGH

THE POWER OF
NATURE

1

As a container that can be used in daily living and a piece of art that
represents the colors and the beauty of the island, one can find Onggi in
many different places.

1. Heobeok © Bong-soo Kang

2

2. G osori

Written by editorial staff · Photography by Woon-chul Lee (freelancer)

Heobeok,
a testament to the difficult life of the women in the island.

Onggi, containing Jeju’s natural force.

One morning, only decades ago, Jeju was marked by the women

out of basalt, making it a very pertinent creation in the island.

walking with the Heobeok (Jeju dialect referring to water jars)

The containers, shaped from reddish clay with a lot of iron, is

to get water. The land of Jeju, being made up of porous basalt,

baked into dark red or yellowish brown in the interplay of wind

permeates all water from rain into the groundwater, forcing the

and fire. They are further glazed by ashes and natural oil, thereby

women to walk to the Yongcheonsu (springs) near the coast to

creating a natural beauty that is not pronounced yet. Onggi

get water. Heobeok was used by all women, from young to the

contains the natural force of the earth where it was made from,

old, walking on the rough gravel paths to get this necessity of

reshaped in the heat of the kiln reaching up to 1,200˚. It is also a

life. Heobeok was, in that sense, served as an essential container

breathing jar dotted with breathing holes. It is ideal for storing

that was always kept on a side of the kitchen and was handed

grain because it keeps the moisture out even during the hottest

down to daughters as a vessel that represents the difficult life of

days and maintains the taste of the food. Fermented pastes in

women. It was also a means of measuring the worth of a craftsman

the Onggi are made sweet and soft, and it has an ability to filter

among all the craftsmen. Heobeok was the best if it was shaped

water, thereby maintaining the water pure for the consumption

like “kojorok hamung taburuk (the entrance is narrow, but the

of the islanders even during the time of scarcity. The Onggi of

body is full).” If a potter was reputed to be a good Heobeok maker,

Jeju once disappeared when various containers that are made

people would chase him all over the place even to his workshop

up of other materials entered the marketplace after 1960s, but

to request for Heobeok, making such skill an essential one. The

the color and the quality of the Onggi has attracted more and

potters of the island produced not only Heobeok but also Gosori

more people in the recent days.

Onggi is shaped based on the soil of Jeju and baked in kilns made

(a jar for alcohol fermentation), Gutsiri (a small steamer for rice
cakes), Tonggae (a kind of earthen jar), Jomakdanji (a small sized
earthen jar), weights for nets, octopus trap, and inkstone, making
Onggi a very frequent sight in the island.
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Embracing the tradition and the modernity.

based on contemporary time are also active. As a container that

The traditional production of Onggi was once under the threat

can be used in daily living and a piece of art that represents

of vanishing, but the efforts of some potters in preserving the

the colors and the beauty of the island, one can find Onggi in

traditional way has resulted for the production to continue up to

many different places. It is not an artifact that is merely stored

the present days. Staring from 2011, the Onggi Festival (Jeju Onggi

in a corner of the museum, but a container that exemplifies the

Kiln Ritual) has been held each year on October or November

nature and culture of the Jeju Island. Onggi remains prevalent

in Daejeong-eup, Seogwipo. The artists who reinterpret Onggi

nowadays, thereby continuing its infinite history.

In an Onggi heated like a volcano, the spirit of craftsmanship to contain the natural force of nature is infused. © Bong-soo Kang

Reborn with the power of nature.

them while waiting for the creation of Onggi. The firestorm in the

One cannot make an Onggi alone. A stone kiln is formed from

kiln eventually engulfs the Onggi like the volcanic explosions that

basalt, which can withstand up to 900˚C. Then, a 20-meter long

used to rock the island. The interaction of ash on the surface and

tunnel is dug into the kiln, and the baking of Onggi itself is a

the amount of heat on the Onggi differs even in the same kiln,

communal work, involving about 50 containers at a time. The

resulting in different patterns or color. When Onggi is exposed

potters shape the Onggi into a gentle, yet firm curve using a tough

to the heat of over 1,250˚C, it assumes an ashen color; when it

clay. Only the strength of fire is used to determine the color and

is baked in temperatures below 1,000˚C, it assumes a red color.

the mark on the Onggi, not using glazes or lye. It takes four full

The spirit of craftsmanship lies within the rough and homely,

days in order to fire up the kiln. Left without attendance, the

yet sturdy shells of the earthenware, Onggi, which upholds the

kiln often goes up in flames or the fire may die down, requiring

power of nature and extracts its vitality into the pot.

the fire master to tend to the fire all night. Unlike the in the land

While the women who used to walk with Heobeok have disappeared,

communities, where the people burn firewood, the people of Jeju

the Onggi still has a place of honor in the houses. The breathing

obtain seompi (bundles of twigs or leaves) from Gotjawal and burn

capacity of Onggi withstands even the test of time.
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Geo-food is the local food of Jeju made by using local ingredients
based on the character and culture of Jeju and the Global Geopark.

FOOD PRODUCTS THAT
RESEMBLE THE STRATA OF JEJU!

DO YOU KNOW
GEO-FOOD?
Written by the editorial staff
Information supplied by Jeju Tourism Organization

From bibimbap that takes after the imagery of batdam
(stone field fences) to castellas that faithfully
reproduce the stratum of the coast,
Jeju’s Geopark brings its attractions
to the realm of taste.

1

2

The entire island of Jeju has been designated as a Global Geopark
by UNESCO. This has translated into the high demand for Geofood, which exemplifies the characteristics of the island. Geofood refers to local food products that are influenced by the
geographical characteristics and culture of the Geopark. From
bibimbap that was inspired by batdam, Sanbangtang in the shape
of Mount Sanbang, noodles which inspired by and shaped of
Dotje (a traditional ritual which always serves pork), castellas
that faithfully reproduce the stratum of the coast, madeleines
inspired by shellfish fossils, and muffins inspired by Seongsan
Ilchulbong (peak), these Geo-food items were created from the
idea competition held last year wherein Geo-food has captured
the attention of the people because of its unique taste.
The creation of Geo-food allows one to have a culinary experience
that supplements the academic value and landscape of the Global
Geopark. Nearly 70 people throughout the nation entered the
competition for the Geo-food recipes last year, showing their
enthusiasm for Geo-food. A total of 11 ideas were selected to
be the winner of the grand prize as the best idea, leading to the
establishment of the Geo-food bakery with standardized recipes,
such as the Yongmeori Beach Sstratum Castella.

1. Yongmeori Beach Stratum Castella 2. Seogwipo Stratum Shellfish Madeleine

Yongmeori Beach Stratum Castella Yongmeori Beach and its 800-thousand-year-old soil meets a castella. It is the “Yongmeori Beach
Stratum Castella,” whose shape is based on the Yongmeori Beach Formation. The contours of the land are faithfully reproduced in the castella
with its soft and fluffy taste compared to the conventional castellas. We’ll let you postpone that workout schedule to taste the castella.
Hamori stratum volcanic bomb cookies The cookies depict the Hamori Formation and the volcanic bombs with chocolate dough and
almonds. The smell of butter reaches the nose, followed by a quirky harmony of soft cookie and chewy almonds in the mouth. It is the ultimate
cookie that can dominate most of your senses, including the eyes, the mouth and the nose.
Suwolbong potato streusel bread Walking along the seaside cliffs of Suwolbong, one can see the pyroclastic stratum, cross-bedding, and
the ripple marks on the cliff. This inspiration was developed in having the so-called “Suwolbong potato streusel bread.” The volcanic bombs are
depicted by the potatoes from Gosan. The stratum on the bread is made from prickly pear powder.
Seongsan Ilchulbong muffins Seongsan Ilchulbong was formed when the ashes and powdered rocks from the explosion between the hot
magma and the sea were accumulated. The formation of Seongsan Ilchulbong has been the inspiration to create a recipe for a muffin. Inside the
muffin, one can find the dynamic taste of Jeju green tea instead of the magma.
Seogwipo stratum shellfish madeleine This is inspired by one of the major fossils in Seogwipo stratum, the shellfish. Its mocha flavor
enhances the scent of the madeleine, and the chocolates add a further depth to its taste.
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POPULARIZATION
OF GEO-FOOD

GEO-FOOD
RESTAURANTS
7

2

1

In addition to bakery items, other types of food depicting the
geographical characteristic, culture, and myth of the place have all
been developed. These include the “Gwenegito noodles” inspired
by Gimnyeong’s god of agriculture and prosperity, “Sanbangtang”
from Mount Sanbang, “Beridolajinbat bibimbap” from Sagye-ri’s
characteristics, “Seolkumbadang sherbet,” and 12 other types
of food items and desserts have captivated the aficionados and
localvores alike.
In the bakery and brunch café, “WEND KUNI,” one can try the
Yongmeori Beach Stratum Castella and the Hamori volcanic
bomb cookies. They are perfect for a late-afternoon snack. The
cafe also runs a Geo-food cooking class.
“Geo Ara” serves Seolkumbadang Nurukbile rice balls and Hamori
stratum laver cookies, inspired by the Sagyeri beach.

3

5

1

2 6

4

1

2

MARKET OREUM
Location 1061, Ieodo-ro, Seogwipo-si, Jeju-do
Tel. 064-739-3223

3

3

Seolkumbadang Nurukbile rice balls Nurukbile refers to the
coast along the Sagye Coastal Road and the Hamori stratum, where
yellow grains spread out. The deep-fried rice balls are served with
onion and chili sauce.

Gwenegito noodles It is a meat noodle dish made of fried pork
skewers, bracken, and vegetables from areas near Manjanggul.
Inspired by Dotje, it is an altogether different taste from the traditional
meat noodles in Jeju.

Sanbangtang Sanbangtang contains Sanbang dumplings, shaped
like the bell-shaped lava dome, Mount Sanbang, in a clear broth. One
can add noodles after eating the dumplings to eat as kalguksu.

Lava hill mel-zone As an reinterpretation of Italian calzone, it
uses tomato sauce and mel, a type of anchovies caught widely near
Woljeongri. One can have a lot of fun looking through the mel-zone
for mel.

Cheonggulmul wraps A wrap with carrots, cucumber, and fried
egg pieces is served with a cold soup.

Location 72, Hyeongjehaean-ro, Andeok-myeon, Seogwipo-si, Jeju-do
Tel. 064-794-0072

Bulmi Grill
Omegiddeok Toast

1. Gwenegito noodles 2. Cheonggulmul wraps 3. Seolkumbadang Nurukbile rice balls

Beridolajinbat bibimbap Beridolajinbat refers to fields that contain
inkstone-shaped rocks (Beridol) that have fallen from the cliffs along
the edge, and the potato is added to depict the fallen rocks, with
barley rice and local vegetables forming the field and stone fences.
One can select between seashell gangdoenjang or gochujang sauce.
Bulmi grill fried rice made up of sandwi (upland rice) is served with
eggs, adding a burst of flavor by using grilled marinated squids from
the sea near Mount Sanbang.

SAGYEJIO

AZZIGUKBAP
Location 34, Gosan-ro, Hangyeong-myeon, Jeju-si, Jeju-do
Tel. 064-772-3525

Gwenegito Noodles

5

Melcharong Inspired by the lunchboxes of Haenyeo or “Charong,”
this innovative lunchbox includes deep-fried mel, onion rings, and
potato wedges to cater to all age groups. It is a great lunchbox to eat
along the Geo-trail points.
Gaetgeoti Gingi garlic pasta A cream pasta made from Gunbeot,
a type of shellfish that resembles with the pahoehoe lava field. The
dish is served with Gunbeot from March to July, and sometimes,
Ddaksaewoo (a type of shrimp) and Gingi (crab) are used to add
flavor.

Seogwipo stratum shellfish Madeleine

Location 186-8, Sagyenam-ro, Andeok-myeon,
Seogwipo-si, Jeju-do
Tel. 064-794-0188

7

Location 1, Sagyesinhang-ro, Andeok-myeon, Seogwipo-si, Jeju-do
Tel. 070-4127-4215

Madeleine

6

Hamori

Volcanic bomb cookie

Yongmeori beach stratum

Castella

GEO-ARA
Location 54-86, Sagye-ro 114beon-gil, Andeok-myeon,
Seogwipo-si, Jeju-do
Tel. 064-794-2892

Mount Sanbang Pasta
Seolkumbadang Nurukbile

Rice balls

Cafe KOJI

Seolkumbadang Sherbet

WEND KUNI

Seogwipo stratum shellfish

Mannyeon Tonkatsu

ZEN HIDEAWAY

Melcharong

4

Melcharong

Hamori laver Cookie

Tumulus Yogurt

Location 200, Hando-ro, Seongsan-eup,
Seogwipo-si, Jeju-do
Tel. 064-784-1005
Seongsan ilchulbong Muffin
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MOHEUNGGOL
HOSSOLJANG

AND THE SCENT OF THE PAST
Written by Geum-tak Baek (reporter for Halla Ilbo)
Photographed by the editorial staff

The Hossoljang is located in Moheunggol,
a place named after the Moheunghyeol hole,
which is a place reputed to be the location
of the three demigods Ko, Yang, and
Bu in front of the origins of Jeju,
Samseonghyeol. “Hossoljang”
means “small market” in
Jeju dialect.
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People to people, bringing the wall
of art to the cultural market

Flea markets are markets that are established to exchange used
goods. However, this market format has been embraced by local
artists to form a cultural space where they can showcase their
products and communicate freely with people. The market in
the center of that movement is set up in the old city of Jeju. The
buzzword in the market is the revitalization of the area with the
culture spreading like concentric circles.
Markets are an inevitable part of our lives, embracing the culture
of the people. It has been so and still is. The future is most likely
to be the same as well. A market has been established in the
old town in Jeju with a strange-sounding name, “Moheunggol
Hossoljang.” It is a market established every Saturday during the
last week of the month. Since it started last April, there has already
been six iterations of the market. It is run by the Self-governing
Committee of Yido-1-dong in Jeju and supported by the Yido-1dong Community Service Center and the Jeju Environment Design
Research Center. The markets opened a bit early in September
because of Chuseok. There were a lot of people in the market
on the 19th.
The sound of music were ubiquitous, from acoustic guitar tunes
to cheerleading music from students. Busy pedestrians, people
dancing around, and couples sharing loaves of bread constitute
the heartwarming sight of the market. Women are busy making
pajeon (green onion pancake) under the Palgakjeong (octagonal
pavilion), while the wail of children adds to the liveliness of the
market. Handmade Hallabong orange juice and fruit ice creams
are a hit to stave off the remaining heat of the summer. A culinary
trip through the small shops is a great fun indeed.
One can find many handcrafted items there, too. These items are
handcrafted and designed from workshops, houses, or factories. One
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feature that unifies them together is that they are all handmade.
Moheunggol market does not accept any food with additives. The
market only allows food that are made as close as possible to the
nature to be put onto the stalls. A committee review is required
to take part in the market. One cannot help but stop and admire
the product from such reviews, such as adorable accessories as
well as craftwork or handmade goods. Nearly 120 artists and
craftsmen come to the market to showcase and sell their products.
The customers can ask artists themselves to explain about their
products in addition to excellent craftsmanship and affordable
prices they offer. The artist, in turn, can feel the appreciation of
the customer. The space seals the deal not only with the selling
transactions but also the empathy and the “common ground” of
cultural fascination among the faces of everyone.
Gwi-ok Bae, an artist from Gangneung who utilizes the Korean
traditional paper in her crafts, agreed to have a chat. She is running
his own workshop with nearly 20 different programs, including
the Korean paper craft and leather craft, quilting, napkin and
pop art, and bead craft.
“I got married and moved to Jeju 30 years ago. I then began to
take part in the stirrings of change in this cultural street. You see,
this is a very meaningful work, a work of communication, coming
together and producing the village for the cultural experience of
the settlers. I came up with a handcraft research group, but many
people are frustrated in creativity. This is a great opportunity to
get to know Jeju and eventually settle here, over the course of
communication in this cultural event. It is a great opportunity
to build friendship through cultural exchange, experience, and
sharing.”

Hossoljang in Moheunggol is the place not only for artistic but also for cultural works.

She continues, “The Korean paper craft involves no nails. The
corners are reinforced by the overlapping paper. It is exactly the
same with cultural exchange because they build the rapport
among individuals. I hope the people of the old town can carry
this movement of change to the rest of the people in Jeju, centered
around Moheunggol, and I hope this will be an opportunity to
revitalize the old town”.
Hossoljang market does not end at transactions on artistic
work or handcrafted pieces. It also involves direct transaction
among the producers of agricultural and fishery goods and the
consumers. Being a cultural market that contains the farmer’s
market, there is a “fun and empathic order” that one cannot
find in traditional markets. This is the reason why people love
to come to the flea markets.
Flea markets provide a respite from the busy life, dictated by the
movement of watch hands, an analog expression of empathy. The
attractiveness of the market has formed the ripples of concentric
circles to the old town, driven by quirky ideas and emotions.
Jong-hoo Lee, the management director of the market, told me
that the most effective way for the people to gather is to set up
a market.
Flea markets, gathering the locals and tourists alike and involving
them in the sphere of market or a transaction, also involve culture

and arts in these interactions. The reason why Hossoljang was
established is to use precisely that culture and arts to revitalize the
old part of town. While being a flea market, Hossoljang is intended
to invoke the nostalgia of the cultures that one had forgotten in
addition to being a medium of exchange between the seller and
the buyer. The project focuses on the “reviving of the forgotten
culture” as a key to revitalizing the old town. All of this, by young
artists and residents together with newcomers. Nearly 30 stalls
feature all kinds of things like the Korean traditional paper craft
to succulent potted plants, ceramics, woodcraft, canvas craft,
ribbon craft, dolls, headbands and accessories, fruit ice creams
from Jeju, pickled fig and orange, Jagunae junchi, raw shiitake,
bellflower plant Cynanchum wilfordii, cheonggukjang, eggs, soy
sauce, doenjang, gochujang, jeotgal, rice balls, cucumber and
burdock pickles, handmade fish cake on a stick, sweet potato
bread, natural scents, natural soaps, EM fermented solutions,
recovered soap, natural dyes, and many others.
Why do people gather around flea markets?
The answer probably lies on our thirst for cultural nostalgia
and the fact that we can meet people closer to nature. After the
end of the market, the scent of people then sways in the breeze.
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THE REBORN
SAMSEONGHYEOL
CULTURE STREET
Toward
Nammun
Crossroads

Directions 22, Samseong-ro, Jeju-si, Jeju-do

1

2

4

3

5

There are many sights to be seen in the cultural street.
For example, the walls of the downward slope are adorned with
the paintings that depict the history of Jeju from Hossoljang.
The pictures depict the old vista of Ido-1-dong. The pictures
of Samseonghyeol, Ohyeondan, and Namsugak as well as the
women picking up the cap in the 1930s are all windows to another
place. The pictures of horse carriage and grindstones, the aerial
picture from Gosan hill and the old Education Office Building
remind us of the bygone era. There are also pictures of the moving
procession during Shingugan, a glimpse into the island’s culture.
Also, the “Gallery Dulhana” in the former cafeteria of the Military
Manpower Administration Building is the new addition to the
cultural space of the area. The gallery offers the works of artists
from Jeju or in residence, and anyone can come in to have a
cultural experience through the gallery. It will be holding an
opening exhibition, which will also be a pre-festival event for
the “1st Jeju International Art Fair” until December 17. This is
the accomplishment from the cooperation between Ido-1-dong
and Ribbon Jeju Incorporated (Chairman of the board Jong-tae
Moon). The gallery also holds art bargain events, providing
opportunities for cultural experience with the artists along with
cultural exchange. The walls of Ido-1-dong community center
bear the writings of five sages that were housed in Ohyeondan.
I transcribe here the “Worry” by Gyuam In-soo Song.

Being a lone loyalist with a worthless life,
I send my life with short oars, sinking and rising with the tides.
The sun sets, and Jeju is yet afar.
My heart feels yet heavy, calling out the souls.

Guksu
Street

KAL
Crossroads
Samsung
Elementary
School

Byeongpoong
Street

Samseong
hyeol

Gwangyang
Elementary
School

Hossoljang

G T
Cro waowar
ssr nya d
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Hossoljang is located on the Samseonghyeol Culture Street.
If one cannot be satisfied by the market, which only opens
for 3-4 hours, one can also walk along the cultural street
where the past, present, and future intersect. Starting from
Samseonghyeol, one can walk along the path tread by the
ancestors to Byeongpoong Street, Namsugak, former site of
Jeju Castle, Ohyeondan, and Dongmun Traditional Market.

Byeongpoong (folding screen) Street is reminiscent of Insadong
in Seoul.
It was the place where drapes, tapestries, folding screens, and
frames were made in accordance with the tradition. The entire
street seems to smell like ink, from old books to old paintings and
embroidery. Sinjin Woodwork, in front of the Byeongpoong Street,
still stands the test of time. The workshop supplies materials to
the shops along the Byeongpoong Street, and there are lattices
of wooden doors in front of the workshop as well, a rarity these
days. One is reminded of the old memories upon with the scent
of the new timber.
The site of Jeju Castle and Ohyeondan still stands.
Ancient pine trees and zelkova trees keep their watch over the city,
just as they did many years ago. Under the shade of the trees, the
essence of the five sages still comes alive in Ohyeondan. Namsugak
is located near Ohyeondan. It is covered in wood, grass, and
man-made material, but the beauty of the old is undiminished.
It stands on a precarious boundary between nature and man.
After the walk through culture and history, one can go and see
the traditional markets. The markets are by themselves the
image of the busy world. Our fathers, mothers, grandfathers,
and grandmothers have all lived through it. The cultural street
stretching form Samseonghyeol to traditional market traces
through our lives.

1. Samseonghyeol 2. Gallery Dulhana 3. Wall of Yido-1-dong Community Service Center 4. Byeongpoong street 5. Guksu Culture Street
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Hyeopjae Boreumjang
Opens on Saturday during the last week
of the month
Hours: 11:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Address: 1631, Hyeopjae-ri, Hallim-eup,
Jeju-si, Jeju-do

4

3

Nolmaen Flea Market
Opens on the same-numbered day as
the month
Hours: 11:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.
Address: 24, Aewol-ro 1-gil, Aewol-eup,
Jeju-si, Jeju-do

Opens once a month / date on the blog
Hours: 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Address: 155, Jangjeon-ro, Aewol-eup, Jeju-si, Jeju-do
Blog: http://haruhana.me

7

Open Sunday Market
Opens on Sunday during the third week of
the month
Hours: 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Address: 44, Namgwang-ro, Jeju-si, Jeju-do

Jungeom Flea Market

ECO Experience Flea Market with People of Gotjawal / Gotjawal Protection
Opens on Sunday during the last week of the month
Hours: 10:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Address: 640, Jungang-ro, Jeju-si, Jeju-do

8
1132

Ara Olle Jiggeojinjang

12
10
6

Damhwaheon Marche Market

4

Opens on Saturday during the third week
of the month
Hours: 11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Address: 55, Chuksanmaeulbuk-gil,
Jeju-si, Jeju-do
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Bellong Market

14

Opens every Saturday
Hours: 11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Address: 1446, Haemajihaean-ro, Gujwa-eup, Jeju-si, Jeju-do

Gaegureombi Marche
Opens on Saturday during the fourth
week of the month
Hours: 11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Address: 5647, Gangjeong-dong,
Seogwipo-si, Jeju-do
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Seopseom Island Gudumijang
Opens on Saturday during the last week
of the month
Hours: 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Address: 79, Bomok-ro 64beon-gil,
Seogwipo-si, Jeju-do

20

Beophwan Sorangjang
Opens on Saturday during the second
week of the month
Hours: 2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Address: 44, Maksukpo-ro, Seogwiposi, Jeju-do

15

Bandaljang
Opens on Saturdays of every first and
third week of the month
Hours: 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Address: 5 Ohjo-ri, Seongsan-eup,
Seogwipo-si, Jeju-do

16

Dongdeurejang Phoenix Island
Opens on Sunday during the first week
of the month
Hours: 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Address: 107, Seopjikoji-ro, Seongsaneup, Seogwipo-si, Jeju-do

Geunyangjangteo
Opens on Sunday during the third week
of the month
Hours: 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Address: 61, Susan 4-gil, Aewol-eup,
Jeju-si, Jeju-do

*During the last week of the month, the market opens from 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
*The market does not open when the dates coincide with Sehwa five-day market.
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Hanbeonhaebojang
Opens on Sunday during the last week
of the month
Hours: 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Address: 2240, Jungsangandong-ro,
Gujwa-eup, Jeju-si, Jeju-do

Sallok Road 2

1132

Menggeuleongpoljang
Opens on Sunday during the third week
of the month
Hours: 2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Address: 4, Jungang-ro 5-gil, Jeju-si,
Jeju-do

17
1136

Shinheung Market
Opens on Saturday during the last week
of the month
Hours: 11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Address: 40, Sinheung-ro, Jocheoneup, Jeju-si, Jeju-do

13
14

Royal Shopping Jeju Everyday Market
Opens every Tuesday
Hours: 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Address: 51, Sindae-ro 12-gil, Jeju-si,
Jeju-do

10

3

1132

9

Opens every Friday
Hours: 5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Address: 640, Jungang-ro, Jeju-si,
Jeju-do

11

Opens every Friday
Hours: 2:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Address: 65, Jungeom 3-gil, Aewol-eup,
Jeju-si, Jeju-do

5

6

Aewol Banjjak Banjjak Chakhan Gage

17

Sehwa Sea Jikijang
Opens on Saturday during the last week
of the month
Hours: 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Address: 1446, Haemajihaean-ro,
Gujwa-eup, Jeju-si, Jeju-do
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JUST LIKE

FAIRYTALES
Written and photographed by the editorial staff

Aside from the amusing paintings of “Spongebob
Squarepants” under the sea, Dorothy and her friends
in “The Wonderful Wizard of Oz,” and Incredible
Hulk seemingly smashing his way through the
doorway, we are also captivated by the artworks
that show the view under the sea where an
octopus seems to dance as well as the
classroom from the 1970s that
has brought back good
memories.
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Walking along
the Baramkoji Sincheon Art Village.

1

2

1. Poster for <Sunshine> (2015)
2. Stills from <Sunshine> (2015)

Sincheon-ri on the west of Seongsan-eup is a good place to enjoy the autumn,
walking along the painted walls. The village has not yet been disfigured by the
constant visits of tourists, making it an ideal place to experience the essence of
Jeju village. Sincheon-ri was originally a place blessed by abundant fishery, drawing
a lot of Haenyeos into the village and even forming a marine ranch. There are
always Bonhyangdang in the villages of Jeju, which houses the local guardian deity,
and judging from the seaside location of Bonhyangdang, it can be inferred that
Sincheon-ri made its living off the sea. As the name Koji (a Jeju dialect referring to
cape) implies, Sincheon-ri was not more than the same old seaside village, except
for the fact that the constant wind made the diving difficult for Haenyeos. The
village is mostly made up of elders over 60, and it even lacks restaurants or cafes,
imbuing the village with a sense of tranquility that is seldom seen elsewhere.
Spark of change, “Sunshine” the movie (2015)
How was Sincheon-ri made a well-regarded travelling destination out of a quiet
fishing village? The geography of Sincheon-ri began to change as it became the
filming location of the movie, “Sunshine” (directed by Jin-soon Park), which tells
a story of a North Korean refugee who grows up to become a painter in the
summer of 2013. The production crew of the movie left nine pieces of painting
on the village over a period of one month, leading the village to become famous.
With young artists improving their capabilities, the “Baramkoji” Sincheon Art
Village project began in earnest last year with the support from the Jeju Special
Self-governing Province, enveloping Sincheon-ri in an entirely new role from a
normal village to a “Wall Painting Village.”
Falling head over heels.
As the number of paintings increased, so did the vitality of the village. People
came in, who in turn, gave their part in promoting the village, and the fame of
the village increased. Everyone who makes their way to Sincheon-ri, either posing
in front of the paintings or taking endless pictures, have all fallen for the appeal
of the small seaside village.
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The exhibit of paintings start
from the Sincheon-ri community center building.
The community center bears the map of the paintings, depicting
the location and the artist behind it, and an adorable bear and
a penguin. Looking around, one may find himself/herself deep
in the harmony of soft colors. The paintings have made their
way not only to the walls of the houses but also to the fences,
barns and doors.
They are spaced in intervals between 10 m to 50m.
One can therefore not use a car but rather walk through the
village to get the most out of it. Some of the paintings that can be
seen in there include the ever-popular “Spongebob Squarepants”
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under the sea, Dorothy and her friends in “The Wonderful Wizard
of Oz,” a painting of a florist shop that looks very realistic, the
view under the sea and an octopus that is seemingly dancing,
Incredible Hulk smashing his way through the doorway, other
paintings depicting the sea or other cartoon characters popular
with children, and a classroom from the 1970s bringing back
old memories. Looking particularly at a Haenyeo heading home
with her Taewak full of seafoods, and a very happy Haenyeo
holding an octopus, one can really feel how difficult their lives
have been. Aside from beautiful and amusing paintings, there
are also profound artworks that will ignite one’s curiosity as well
as other paintings with optical illusions involved.

The paintings lead all the way to the sea.
One needs to turn right in the middle of the way back into the
community center, going toward fishing village cooperative.
Nearly 100 paintings have been painted over the years, with
20 young artists making their mark on the village. Recently,
the painter Dae-san Woo has also embarked on a project of his
own alone. If the young painters had focused on areas near the
community center with cartoon characters, Mr. Woo took the
other way and focused his work on the sea and the Haenyeo—a
central character in Sincheon-ri—in the alleyway near the fishing
village cooperative office building. It takes about an hour and a
half to fully appreciate the paintings, and the sheer skill of the
painters had allowed the village to become a cultural space that

would stand on par with art galleries.
Sincheon-ri’s charms do not end with paintings.
Sincheon-ri’s appeals include the autumn sea, the refreshing
breeze, as well as the picturesque low stone fences and golden
fields of oranges and dainty flowers. Meeting with the elders and
sharing their life stories are also part of its charm. Many urban
residents who dream of leading a rural life cannot help but be
captivated by the village’s unique charm.
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MEMORIES OF

WAHEUL BONHYANGDANG
This essay, entitled “A Memory of Waheul Bonhyangdang Shrine” was written by Gyeong Ok Bahn, who won the Grand Prize for the prose category during the
“3rd Search for Jeju Language Contest” organized by Jeju Special Autonomous Province and Jnuri.
Written by Gyeong-ok Bahn · Illustrated by Nam-yeong Yoo(freelancer)

Have you all had a wonderful holiday? I’m the second daughter-in-law
who married into the Waheul Han family. I saw a lot of households
doing “gut” (shamanistic ritual) when I first came to the family. I couldn’t
understand their mindset, as I had been a Catholic. On the first year of
my married life, my mother-in-law called me after the holiday, sometime
around the fifteenth of January.
“You need to come here this evening, so that we can prepare offerings
for our visit to the ”Dang“ (Seonangdang; holy tree dedicated to the
village patron spirits) early tomorrow morning.” I didn’t even realize
what the “Dang” was, so I thought we would be going somewhere. I
asked, “Do you need something, mother?” She said, “No. You are such
a nice daughter-in-law. We’ve prepared everything, so you only need
to come.”
I grilled fish, boiled bean sprouts and eggs, and made Doraetteok (round
rice cake, offered as a part of ritual) in the room, but we haven’t had
any meat skewers. So, presuming that this would be for a ritual, I asked
“Don’t we need to put the skewers on the table?” Then, my mother-inlaw told me the reason (which I’ll tell you later).
Oh! But before that, I asked, “Why do we put the eggs on the table?”
My mother-in-law answered that it was to ask for smooth and rash-free
skin like a shelled egg. About the rashes, I remember that my body used
to be covered with rashes as thick as fingers. I used to scratch them so
badly until they bled, so my mother-in-law took me to the back and
spread salt on my body, brushing it away with a broom while talking
to herself. Soon enough, the rashes disappeared.
So, the next day, we took the offerings to the “Dang” in three baskets. I
saw that my aunts were already there talking to the shaman about next
year’s fortune as they tied white paper and strings to the branches, as
well as colorful fabric, and made their wish. My mother-in-law handed
me a white paper and told me, “Hang it over there.” I didn’t know what
to do; I used to be a Catholic so I was rather agitated. My mother-in-law
said, “Daughter! You need to tie it to the branch and bow down before
it.” I felt dizzy for a moment, but I couldn’t disobey my mother-in-law,
so I pressed the paper to my chest and tied it to a branch. Then, I bowed
down in front of the hackberry tree and sat before the shaman. The
shaman then tossed some rice onto the table and said, “Swallow it, do
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not chew.” I barely managed to swallow the raw rice without any water
by collecting enough saliva to wash it down. I thought I had taken
part in such a foolish and primitive ritual, but I didn’t mention it to
my mother-in-law. Every year, we prepared the offerings a day before
the fifteenth of January. Then, I asked her why the skewers were not
on the table, and she told me a story that is passed down in Waheul
Bonhyangdang.
Once, a one-legged old hunter had dug a hole and placed a trap in it
in wintertime to catch a deer. He went back to check if there was a
deer, but not only was the animal missing; the hole and the trap were
missing, too. He looked around, surprised. Then, he saw a young man
standing among deer and other beasts. He introduced himself as Baekjo
Doryeong, the god of hunting and the eleventh son of Songdang’s
Geumbaekju. Baekjo Doryeong offered to protect the village as he was
also a god of the mountain spirits, but the one-legged hunter told him
that he couldn’t, as the Seojeongseung Ddanim Aegi had already settled
in the village. Doryeong asked him whether that goddess had a groom.
The hunter said that she didn’t, whereupon Baekjo Doryeong asked
the hunter to arrange a marriage. Thus, they became the deity couple
of Waheul Bonhyangdang.
They lived together and after a few months, Seojeongseung Ddanim
Aegi wanted some pork to eat, perhaps because she was pregnant.
Even though she wanted pork, she couldn’t eat it for it was unclean.
She decided to pick off some hair from the pig and char it over a fire,
while smelling it. Baekjo Doryeong, coming back from his errand, was
angered by the smell of burning pork, kicked Seojeongseung Ddanim
Aegi out of the house, and demoted her from her goddess status. This
is the reason why pork is not placed onto the table. Seojeongseung
Ddanim Aegi, displaced from the middle with the holy hackberry
tree, is now meeting her followers in a small room with an altar in
the East. Nevertheless, the women of Waheul place more offerings on
Seojeongseung Ddanim Aegi’s altar—who presides over work, childbearing and diseases—rather than the hunter-god Baekjo Doryeong.
Waheul Bonhyangdang still has the tradition of hanging colorful fabrics
on hackberry trees as people wished for the peace and prosperity of
the village.

THE WORLD PEACE CONFERENCE
LET US MEET ON MAY 2016!
WED

FRI

Venue Jeju International Convention Center
Attendance size 4,000 participants from 65 nations
Program Nearly 60 sessions
(peace, prosperity, sustainability, diversity, and competitiveness)

Feature story Jeju proverbs
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Wind in January and February
twists the horns of a black cow

Talk Talk
for Fun~!

The proverb refers to the dangers of a late cold at the doorsteps of
spring. Obviously, no amount of cold on the isle is enough to twist
the horns of cow, but the wind that blows in January and February
are indeed cold. There is also an implicit warning to watch out for
the late frost to ensure the success of the year’s harvest.

Jeju is called Samdado because of its abundance in wind,
women, and stone. Because of the geographic features of the
island, strong winds are inseparable from the lives of the Jeju
people. The people of Jeju naturally learn the wisdom of dealing with the wind, sometimes fighting against it and sometimes
bowing to its will. The “Baram (wind) culture” acquired over the course of one’s life is now being passed down as proverbs that
show the determination of the ancestors’ views on life and living.

The east wind… means bad
weather is just around the
corner.

If a storm comes,
a year’s work will be
all for nothing.

Shells stick and sea cucumbers
shrink before the wind
Meteorological changes were forecasted by the activity of sea creatures.
Strong winds or typhoon produce marked changes in the ecosystem
of sea creatures. Sea cucumbers, for example, become smaller as they
shrink their elongated body. Most of the time, shells stick lightly to
rocks, However, when there is a strong wind, they stick more firmly
onto the rocks. This proverb is an example of the wisdom that the
Haenyeos acquired with their experience in the sea.

Windy land spoils the harvest
The proverb quite literally means that fields with heavy wind have difficulty
in getting a good harvest. Even if they are located in a same region, some
lands face more damage compared to others after a storm. These fields can’t
help but provide a lower harvest and a possible weakness in transactions.

You see those
rats running
away?

A big storm
must be
coming!

The wind blows
from the east.
Better get ready
to wash the dishes
with rainwater!

A rain comes
after an easterly wind
There is a greater chance of rain after a saetbaram (easterly wind).
An easterly wind blows when there is low air pressure to the west.
Thus, because of the Korean Peninsula’s location in the westerlies, the
effect of low air pressure may be felt. Even now, the elders recognize
the easterly wind to be an omen of change in the weather. As such,
they cover the important things accordingly.
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East wind in July and August are an
invitation for babies in Gimnyeong
Gimnyeong is historically famous for its abundant fishery, but even at the peak
fishing seasons in July and August, fishermen do not go out to the sea because
once the east winds began to blow. Thus, they had more time for their partners.

Written by the editorial staff · Illustrated by Nam-yeong Yoo (freelancer) · References Overview to Jeju Proverbs/Jeju Proverb Dictionaries (Jae-hwan Ko)

This little fellow
is all curled up.
A storm might be
coming.

Wow! It is
so
my horns arcold,
e
shrinking!

All mice on the ship jumps down
before the storm
Wild animals have a sharp sense of weather. Mice, in particular, often come down
onto land even if they were in a ship to escape a storm. Sailors were reluctant to
sail because of it, and some who had ignored the omen faced difficulties while
in the sea.

Easterly winds begin to blow in the sea
The sea may be used to foretell the weather. As the proverb has been verified
by the Haenyeo, who work underwater, the proverb seems to be a very accurate
one. Some Haenyeo reportedly place more trust in the forecast that they can
glean from the sea.

Oh my!
Is this the
east wind?
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Seongsan Ilchul(Sun rising) Festival

Tamnaguk Ibchun Gut

Seongsan Ilchul(Sun rising)
Festival

Tamnaguk
Ibchun Gut[gut]:exorcism

Location_Seongsan Ilchulbong
Telephone_064-760-4281–4

Location_Jeju Mok Office
Telephone_064-728-2714/758-0331

Pengguin Swimming
Competition
Location_Jungmun Saekdal Beach
Telephone_064-760-3320

February

Jeju Fire Festival

Jeju Fire Festival
Location_Saebyuloreu, Aewol-eup
Telephone_064-728-2752

Seogwipo Canola Flower
International Walking Festival
Location_Jungmun Tourist Complex
Telephone_064-760-3320

Jeju International Wind Ensemble Festival

Pyoseon Beach
White Sand Festival
Location_Pyoseon Beach
Telephone_064-760-4418

Jeju International
Wind Ensemble Festival
Location_Jeju Beach Stage and others
Telephone_064-722-8704

Dodu Oremul Festival

Dodu Oremul Festival

Yongyeon Music(on a ship) Festival

Location_Oremul Square
Telephone_064-728-4952

Location_Yongyeon Port
Telephone_064-722-0203

Geomun Oreum
International Trekking Festival

Gomaro Horse Festival

Location_World Natural Heritage Center
Telephone_064-710-6657

2016

FESTIVALS

Location_Gomaro and Sinsan Park
Telephone_064-728-4448

Sanjicheon Festival
Location_Sanjicheon
Telephone_064-728-4656

Yerae Echo Festival

January

Yongyeon Music (on a ship) Festival

Location_around Nonjitmul
Telephone_064-760-4864

March

IN JEJU

August

September

Lee, Jung-Seop Art Festival
Location_Lee Jung-seop Art Gallery
Telephone_064-760-2482

Cherry Blossom Festival

Tamna Cultural Festival

Samyang Beach Black Sand Festival

Moseulpo Yellowtail Festival

Tamna Cultural Festival
Cherry Blossom Festival

Gapa Green Barley Festival

Location_Jeonnong-ro and other places around
Jeju City
Telephone_064-728-2753

Location_Gapado Island
Telephone_064-794-7130

Samyang Beach
Black Sand Festival

Location_Around Jeju City
Telephone_064-753-3287

Location_Samyang Beach
Telephone_064-728-4713

Jeju Haenyeo (Women diver)
Festival

Jeju Canola Flower Festival

Bomok Pearl-spot
Chromis Festival

Soesokkak Festival

Location_Haenyeo Museum
Telephone_064-710-3252

Location_Gasi-ri, Pyoseon-myeon
Telephone_064-760-4418

Location_Bomok Port
Telephone_064-733-3508

Location_Soesokkak Beach
Telephone_064-760-4627

Jeju Horse Festival

Hallasan Bracken
Fiddlehead Festival
Location_By Seoseong-ro, Namwon-eup
Telephone_064-760-4182

Summer Night Arts Festival

May

Jeju Iho Tawoo Festival

Udo Seashell Festival
Location_Around Udo Island
Telephone_064-728-4321

April

Location_Jeju Beach Stage
Telephone_064-728-2714

Jeju Haevichi Arts Festival

Location_Iho Tawoo Beach
Telephone_064-728-4915–6

Deoksuri Traditional Folk Festival

Moseulpo Yellowtail Festival

Location_Deoksuri Folk Stage
Telephone_064-760-4316

Location_Moseulpo Port
Telephone_064-794-8032

Jeongeui Traditional Folk Festival

Jeju International Citrus Expo

Location_Seongeup Folk Village
Telephone_064-760-4418

Location_Citrus Museum
Telephone_064-760-3260–4

Location_Let’s Run Park Jeju
(Formerly Jeju Racecourse Park)
Telephone_064-710-4832

Seogwipo Chilshimni Festival

Jeju Fringe Festival

Jeju Pottery Kiln Festival

Location_Culture Street, Samdo-2-dong
Telephone_064-758-0332

Location_Jeju Onggi Museum
Telephone_064-792-7955

Location_Around Seogwipo City
Telephone_064-760-3946

Location_Haevichi Hotel
Telephone_02-3019-5831

June

July

October

November
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